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NATIONAL

Basic services
still out after
Hurricane Fran
RALEIGH, N.C.

(AP) — The
temperature soared, food rotted and patience wore thin for
hundreds of thousands of people still without basic services
in the aftermath of Hurricane
Fran Nevertheless, Alice Smith
and her four children got to
work.
They spent Tuesday handing
out bags of ice and bottles of
water for the Red Cross, a
good distraction to lingering
effects of Fran.
"They're out of school today
and I didn't feel good about
staying home when so many
people need help," Smith said.
"And you can kind of take your
thoughts off yourself, even if
your own situation isn't working
out.-

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Stung by the Senate's one-vote
rejection of a bill to prohibit job
discrimination against
homosexuals, gay rights activists say they'll try to get it reintroduced before Congress
adjourns this fall. But another
bill placing federal curbs on
same-sex marriages is going to
President Clinton for his
signature.
In a double blow to gayrights activists Tuesday, the
Senate voted 50-49 to kill the
anti-discrimination bill and to
reject same-sex marriage in
federal law, 85-14.
Twenty-six of the Senate's
47 Democrats joined Republicans in voting for the marriage
bill but also voted for the job
discrimination measure —
underscoring the political predicament faced by senators who
have supported gay rights.

By BRIAN MURPHY
Associated Press Writer
SULAYMANIYAH, lraq (AP) — Iraq fired two missiles at
a pair of patrolling U.S. jets today as Saddam Hussein moved
to assert control of northern Iraq after the collapse of the Kurdish "safe haven."
Both missiles missed the F-16s, Maj. Lewis Boon of the
U.S.-European Command based in Germany told The Associated Press. It was the first U.S. confirmation of Iraqi fire in
six days of claims from Baghdad that it has repeatedly fired on
warplanes over the "no-fly" zone.
The American warplanes "visually observed a missile
launch," Lt. Cmdr. Scott Campbell, a Pentagon spokesman,
said in Washington. Moments later, a second SA-6 surface-toair missile was launched.
The Iraqi radars tracking the aircraft were not kept on long
enough for the F-16s to fire retaliatory radar-seeking missiles.
The Air Force dispatched F-15E Strike Eagle fighters to locate
the missile launch site, but they were unsuccessful.
The Pentagon had no immediate comment on whether any
U.S. retaliation was planned.
The latest fighting in northern Iraq began Aug. 31, when the
Iraqi army and the Kurdistan Democratic Party teamed up to
capture Irbil, the de facto Kurdish capital. The KDP then
advanced cast, Saddam's soldiers just behind them, and on
Monday seized control of Sulaymaniyah.
U.S. cruise missile strikes against southern Iraq last week
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In Mr. Dotson's Murray Middle School class.

By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
A Graves County man was
arrested by Calloway County
authorities Tuesday in connection
to several theft incidents involving elderly county women.
According to Sheriff Stan
Scott, Calloway authorities have
been looking for Jeffery Dale
Smith, 40, of Rt. I, Farmington,
for a week after obtaining a warrant for his arrest.
"In the past two months, we've
had three cases where a male
subject has gained entry into the
homes of elderly women using
the excuse that he needed to use
the telephone or needed a drink
of water, things like that.
"Once inside, the subject
would wait until the women were
not looking and would go
through their purses, stealing
money and checks," he said.
Scott said authorities received
a detailed description of the man
from the first two victims.
From that description, Scott
said Graves County authorities
matched it to that of Smith, who
had been seen asking for money
at several churches there.
"We then got a call from a
woman earlier this week about an
individual matching the same
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IN LINE TO EAT: As Nell McCulston looks on, Aubrey Willough-

by leads the charge down the potluck food line Tuesday afternoon
at
the Senior Citizens Canter In the Weaks Community Center In
Murray. The potluck was part of the unofficial "hat day"
activities.

WEATHER
Tonight...Partly cloudy. A
30 percent chance of thunderstorms. Low in the upper 50s.
Light wind.
Thursday...Partly sunny.
High around 80.
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A SNIP AWAY: With a bottle of glue at the ready, DavIna Anderson begins her fourth grade art project with
a
afternoon
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The following Calloway County High School students are
semifinalists in the 42nd annual National Merit Scholarship Program.
They
will be considered In a competition for approximately 7,000
merit
Scholarship awards worth $27 million. They are Scott Millie,
Robert
Jaszenko, Patrick Haney and Susie Richter.

By KATIE FAIRBANK
Associated Press Writer
DALLAS (AP) —:-E.Conomist
Pat Choate joined Ross Perot on
his Reform Party ticket, melding
similar views on core issues such
as trade and government power
and a distaste for the "razzmatazz" of the campaign trail.
"Rather than just do razzmatazz and sort of the old traditional
political campaign, we're going
to do talk shows where people
can talk with us," Choate said
Tuesday night in a bit of mustsec TV for Perot watchers.
Although he's a campaign
novice and a second-string pick,
Choate knows how Washington
— and Pcrot's rind — works.
But can the bearded addition to
the Reform Party ticket attract
new voters to the new party?
Bruce Buchanan. a University
of Texas political scientist who

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Constantly striving to reach out
to the community, the United
Way of Murray-Calloway County
has set a lofty goal for its 1996
Fund Raising Campaign.
When the organization
announces its goal of $330,000 at
the Sept. 19 meeting of the Murray Rotary Club, it will attempt
to match or exceed one goal in
particular.
"Our goal is a 17 percent
increase over last year," said
United Way Executive Director
Susan White. "If we can reach
that goal, it will be the fourth
year in a row that it has increased
by double digits. The national
average (increase) is usually 1 to
3 percent."
According to White, the foundation will have to continue to
remain in double digit figures to
reach its strategic plan by the
turn of the century.
"Two years ago, we set a
strategic plan to raise a halfmillion dollars by the year 2000,"
said White. "To do this, it's
going to require us to have double digit increases every year."
During last year's campaign,
the foundation received
$283,889. That total came just
shy of the organization's goal of
$285,000.

has studied Perot, said it's too
scion to say whether Choate was a
good pick, but people might not
forget Perot sought other established politicians first.
"His name is not well known
so that makes him a neutral at

...Twenty percent of
our population is living
in poverty. This is a statistic that I think people
in Calloway County do
not know exists."
Susan White
United

Way Executive
Director

But with two new member
agencies, White thinks this year's
goal is attainable.
Along with its financial goal,
the United Way will also seek to
promote the two organizations
that were accepted into the
foundation this summtr, the Literacy Project and Western Kentucky Mental Health/Mental
Retardation. The new agencies
increase the foundation from 13
to 15 community organizations.
The Literacy Project is an
organization that provides assistance to adults that will help
them develop literacy skills. It is
designed as an attempt to break
the cycle of poverty and help
under-educated families become

best," Buchanan said. "Inevitably, that calls to mind that, Perot
had difficulty getting better people running with him."
Perot, who announced his No.
2 pick Tuesday night during a
paid 30-minute infomercial on
CBS, reportedly had been
spurned by several political figures, including David Boren, a
former Oklahoma governor and
U.S. senator, and Democratic
Rep. Marcy Kaptur of Ohio.
Choate said on CNN's "Larry
King Live" immediately after the
televised announcement that he
didn't mind being a later choice.
"Thank goodness one or two
other people didn't take it," he
said.
Asked if he was ready to lead
the nation, Choate said, "11
wouldn't do it unless I thought I
In See Page 2
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independent.
The Western Kentucky Mental
Health/Mental Retardation agency strives to help provide a wide
range of comprehensive mental
health, mental retardation and
substance abuse services.
"Another goal of ours is to
promote the two new agencies
during the campaign," White
said.
Because of donations, White
Shell said approximately 20,000 people

in Calloway County received
County.
-There are so many wonderful
assistance from the United Way.
According to a United Way
things that we do on a daily basis
brochure, over 1.100 families
that we take for granted," said
received assistance with medicaWhite. "When you think of Caltion, utilities, food, shelter and
lowly County, you only think of
transportation last year.
the good things that are going on.
Another 720 individuals
"But 20 percent of our populalearned how to develop positive
tion is living in poverty. This is a
family relationships through supstatistic that I think people in
port groups and parenting classes
Calloway County do not know
while 110 victims of sexual
exists."
abuse, sexual assault and domesWhite said helping others is
tic violence received shelter, the cornerstone of the foundation.
comfon and free counseling.
-The United Way provides us
Over 400 students received
with an opportunity to help peohelp in getting school supplies
ple that we may never meet face
and close to 1,400 senior citizens
to face," she said. "I am so
were provided with meals-onthankful and so blessed to be a
wheels, personal visits, telephone
pan of this organization.
reassurance calls and other
"I would ask people to think
services.
about what life would be like if
White said the foundation's this agency was not here. Where
services help to show local resiwould they go when they needed
dents what is needed in Calloway to reach out for help?"

(I DEFINITELY WANT
TO MEET YOUI)
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benefits down. Choate's work
could do an outstanding job."
was
also cited during the RepuThe pick thrilled sign-waving
blican presidential primaries by
volunteers at the third-party's
Pat Buchanan, who is a fierce criDallas headquarters.
tic of the NAFTA and GAIT
"Good choice," said Margaret
trade agreements.
Hensley of Richardson, Texas,
Somewhat of a political
who with about 100 others
chameleon, Choate has donated
gathered to meet the new Reform
money to both Buchanan's and
Party running mate. "Washington
Vice President Al Gore's past
can't be fixed from the inside."
presidential campaigns.
Alfred Eckes, a history profesIn 1990, Choate wrote a book,
sor at Ohio University and Cho"Agents
of Influence" in which
ate's friend, said his colleague's
he charged that Japan was spendstrength is his outsider status and
ing millions of dollars to influinsider views.
ence U.S. policy through a net"Let's suppose Perot pulls it
work of well-connected Washingoff, Pat's the one who understand
ton
lobbyists.
how Washington works," Eckes
He said Tuesday that his view
said. "As a critic of the system
on abortion is similar to Perot's
he's in the best position to prop— that it's a woman's choice. On
ose changes."
another hot-button issue, he said
Choate, 55, may not be easily
he believes cigarettes should be
recognized outside political cirregulated
by the Federal Drug
cles, but his policies are well
Administration.
known through Perot and through
So far, the Reform Party isn't
his books.
much of a campaign spoiler for
Choate is a protectionist and
GOP presidential nominee Bob
was a strong Perot ally in opposDole or President Clinton.
ing the North American Free
Perot's poll standing has plumTrade Agreement. He was Perot's
meted
in recent months to the
coach for a televised NAFTA
point
where
he now gets roughly
debate the Texas businessman
had with Vice President Al Gore. 5 percent in national surveys —
well off the 19 percent of the
"He knows the system as few
vote he garnered as an independo," Perot said Tuesday in his ad
dent in 1992.
that also talked about putting
Choate, ready for the underdog
more power into Americans'
hands through referendums, role, vowed Tuesday, "Perot's
only now starting his campaign.
including on a proposed overhaul
Don't underestimate the voter.
of the tax system.
They're interested in the issues
"He knows what's wrong with
and Perot is the only one talking
it. We agree what's wrong with
about the issues."
it. His views are your views out
there across America."
Choate recently has traveled
the country promoting the Texas
billionaire as the best alternative
to the two major party candidates. A Texas native himself,
Choate lives in the District of
Columbia with his wife, Kay.
Perot and Choate co-wrote a
book predicting the North American Free Trade Agreement would
cause a flood of U.S. jobs overseas and put pressure on U.S.
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III Iraq•••
FROM PAGE 1
seemed to deter the Iraqi army. A
U.S. warplane also fired on a
anti-aircraft battery in southern
Iraq.
Saddam Hussein announced
Last week that he would no longer
honor the no-fly zones and
ordered his forces to shoot at
U.S. and allied aircraft. No allied
aircraft have been hit.
A U.S.-led allied air force,
based in southern Turkey, has
been protecting Iraqi Kurds from
Saddam's forces since the 1991
Persian Gulf War. Some 50 fighter jets and bombers from Britain,
France and the United States use
a southern Turkish airbase in
Incirlik for patrols of the nolfly
zone above the 36th parallel in
northern Iraq.
Seeking to prevent an exodus
of Kurdish refugees, Saddam has
declared a general amnesty for all
Kurds and lifted barriers between
Iraq and the Kurdish area that
have been in place since the safe
haven was set up at the end of the
Gulf War.
Today, some Kurds were
returning to the northeastern city
of Sulaymaniyah, filling the
roads with trucks, tractor-pulled
carts and pickup trucks.
Others, still nervous, flooded
into the rugged hills of neighboring Iran, including leaders of the
Patriotic Union of Kurdistan, the
losers in a week of fighting in
northern Iraq.
Official Tehran radio said
today that "tens of thousands"
of Iraqi Kurds had entered Iran
and that aid workers were struggling to provide food, water and
medical care for them in temporary camps along the border.
Others said the number was much
lower.
There has been no fighting in
northern Iraq since the KDP and
Iraqi troops took control of the

ences good ,n Kentucky stores cc-11y

We're convenient! We're friendly! We
offer SO MANY quality products.We're
your one-stop shop—we're...

IN Theft...
description who stole money
from her in the same manner.
From the information we
obtained from her, a warrant was
issued for (Smith's) arrest," Scott
said.
Scott said Smith remained elusive for about one week but was
arrested Tuesday after Graves
County authorities notified him
Smith was en route to Murray.
"We pulled him over and
arrested him once he crossed into
Calloway County," he said.

Once in custody, Scott said all
three victims identified Smith
from a photo lineup.
Smith is charged with one
felony count of second-degree
burglary and three counts of theft
by unlawful taking under $300.
He is lodged in Calloway
County jail in lieu of a $5,000
cash bond for the felony charge
and two $2,500 bonds for the
theft charges.
Scott said after talking with a
Graves County investigator,
Smith may face up to four other
charges there.
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region Monday. As a result,
many of the tens of thousands
who fled Sulaymaniyah have
turned back and headed home.
At the Bashmak border crossing into Iraq, a crowd on the Iraqi
side awaited the return of relatives who had fled into Iran earlier. But only a trickle came
across the border.
"Half our family is here, half
is there," said Miriam Hussein, a
mother of seven children. "I sent
two of my daughters this morning
to the Iranian side to find my two
sons who had fled. But none have
returned. Now I have four children over there."
The refugees returned to the
sight of victorious troops flaunting their new authority and looting the Patriotic Union headquarters. KDP fighters carrying
AK-47 rifles lode through the
streets in pickup trucks decorated
with yellow flags and streamers.
About 20 miles northeast of
Sulaymaniyah, KDP fighters
looted everything they could carry from the headquarters of the
Iranian-allied Patriotic Union.
Soldiers and villagers towed
away air conditioners, wire, pipes
— even light bulbs. One old man
stumbled away with three
fluorescent light tubes, a large
ceramic urn and a toilet seat.
At the nearby two-story villa
of PUK leader Jalal Talabani,
looters filled trucks with furniture
not destroyed in a fire. KDP soldiers claimed Talabani ordered
the blaze set when it was certain
that the town would be overrun.
At a nearby hilltop, KDP fighters picked through a hut, taking
blankets, kerosene lamps and
some bedding. "Wait a second,"
one said. He ran back and
unscrewed a light bulb.
The KDP also took artillery
shells and ammunition from the
blackened armory.

"Are You Aware of God's Presence in Your Life?"

$1.69

conse
going

Illunly State University President Dr. Kern Alexander accepts a
00,000 donation from People's First Bank of Calloway County President Steve Story Tuesday afternoon. Accompanying Story and Aleunder are Joe Dick, Vice Chairman of the Board of People's First
Corporation, and Dan Harrison, Dean of the College of Business and
Public Administration. The business college was the recipient of the
donation.
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Agreement on water snake may protect western Kentucky mining
By The Associated Press
The copperbelly water snake
and, thus, western Kentucky coal,
may stay off the federal endangered species list.
Representatives of government
and the coal and agriculture
industries have reached an agreement to draft a conservation plan
within the next two months to
protect the snakes' wetlands habitat. The deal would affect the
high-sulphur coalfields in western
Kentucky and southern Illinois
and Indiana.
We could probably get more
conservation benefit for the state
going this route as opposed to the
more rigorous regulatory route"
of classifying the snake as an
endangered species, said Sam D.
Hamilton, assistant regional
director for the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service in the southeast
United States.
"This is a good deal for the
critter, a good deal for the animal, and for industry," said Tom
Bennett, commissioner of the
Kentucky Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources. The goal is
"to achieve some cooperation
among the stakeholders without
disrupting any of the economic
activities such as mining and
agriculture."
The understanding was worked
out Thursday at a meeting convened with the help of the office
of U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford,
D-Ky. Scott Pruitt., a biologist
with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, called the discussion "a
giant leap forward."
The plan would affect only the
snakes in the southern population
— about 10 counties in Western
Kentucky and the southern parts
of Indiana and Illinois. But the
snake's northern population in

Police report
no injuries
from accident

Michigan, Ohio and Northern
Indiana is considered to be more
in jeopardy.
A separate proposal will be

Prices Good
Sept. 11 thru
Sept. 17

drafted for that area, according to
Dan Ashe, assistant director of
external affairs for the Fish and
Wildlife Service.

Groups interested in the future
of the copperbelly will discuss
potential threats to the snake during the next 60 days.

Clark Fletcher, who works for
the coal company Andalex
Resources and is active on a
Western Kentucky Coal Associa-
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Chuck
Roast
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U.S. Choice Boneless
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oz.
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0
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39

Boneless
Beef

Extra Lean
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Meat
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1 79
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$1 59

I Lb

I Lb

II

Lb

I Lb

Field Boneless

Owen's Best Family Pack

Field Dinner

Kentuckian Hams
Ground
Beef
3-4 Lb. Pkg.

1-Bone Steaks
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$189
1 39
Prune

Half or Whole

79Lb•
99c
Hunts
Crushed

French s

Tomatoes

Mustard

Sunsweet
69

Sq. 8 oz

28 oz

Northern
Bathroom
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Lb

1
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79`
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2/1
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io
Lawn Bags
$1 19
Citrus Punch
RC, Diet RC, Diet Rite,
99'
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99'
Ketchup
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64 oz
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Prairie Farm

29
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every afternoon, except Sundays,
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TIMES, P.0 Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071-1040
-MISS YOUR PAPER?

Kellogg's

Kellogg's

14.2-15 oz.

Lb

99`

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew,
Diet Mt. Dew, Dr. Pepper

Whole Milk
Gal. $2
°9

NO

4 Roll Pkg

By JIM IAAHANES
Staff Writer
A 19-year-old woman walked
away from a three-car accident in
which her vehicle overturned
Tuesday at the intersection of
Fourth and Olive streets.
According to a Murray Police
Department press release, Crystal
Johnson was traveling on Olive
Street when she pulled in front of
a vehicle driven by Myrtle Evans,
66, who was driving on Fourth
Street.
The impact caused Johnson's
vehicle to overturn and slide into
a third vehicle driven by Amy
Jackson, 21, who had stopped at
the intersection.
The accident occurred about
3:37 p.m. and no addresses were
available from MPD.
According to the release, all
occupants were wearing their
seatbelts and no injuries were
reported.

WW1 COM M!UM that is working on
the copperbelly issue, is confident that coal companies and the
snakes can coexist.

Bologna

19

2
Owens Best

88Q Beef
29

$3

Lb.

Lb

Emge
American

Cheese

99
$2
Lb.

[

Owens Best
Baby Back

Ribs
$489
Lb

Golden Ripe

Yellow or
Zuchini

Bananas

Squash

3 Lb Bog
Red or Golden
Delicious

Apples
1 59

$
3 69
Lbs

Lb

Owens Best
Honey Baked

Vine Ripened

Fresh New

Seedless
Red

Ham

Tomatoes

Potatoes

Grapes

c
59! 39 99
-

$429

Lb

Ledger &Times
'Where there Is no vision, the people perish.'
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS.
INC.

Dole must battle those
who say race is over
By TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) -- Not only does Bob Dole have to battle
President Clinton. He must contend with pundits and politicians,
some from his own party, who believe the race is over — and
aren't shy about saying so.
"Finished. Fini. Finito. Kaput. Or, to put it another way, the fat
lady has already sung," wrote Stuart Rothenberg, a Republican
who publishes a political newsletter.
A victory by the Republican presidential nominee would require
"earthquakes or floods ... (or) felony indictments of senior people
in the White House," suggested conservative commentator George
Will.
"Dole would be well advised to almost forget about his own
prospects and campaign for saving the Republican Congress," said
conservative activist and publisher William Kristol.
Eight weeks out from the general election, Dole continues to trail
by about 15 percentage points in national polls.
That wide a margin so late in the race has given rise to predictions that he can't win, short of a Clinton meltdown.
Such talk doesn't make Dole's job any easier in firing up audiences or GOP campaign workers.
Dole and running mate Jack Kemp were meeting today, in fact,
with House Republicans who will appear with them on November
ballots. Some of the House members are skittish about the polls.
The session was billed as a pep talk.
House Speaker Newt Gingrich suggests the polls are misleading
and is predicting a Dole victory — but not giving odds other than
to call them "better than even."
"What polls?" quipped Dole in brushing off the disappointing
numbers. "The poll I take every day, I'm one-to-nothing ahead.
"
John Buckley, Dole's communications director, says the notion
that the race is effectively over "is absurd."
He noted that Clinton's lead shrank to single digits twice before
— when Dole announced he was leaving the Senate and
right after
the GOP convention.
"Dole will be in multiple debates with the president. We
are putting together, for the first time, good advertising. And there
is a
long period of time (for) people to concentrate on the race,"
Buckley said.
Even some strong Dole advocates envision a path to a Dole
victory in which Clinton falters — rather than one in which Dole
surges.
Talk of a Dole defeat "is a little premature ... especially when
you've got so much stuff hanging over Bill Clinton's head,"
said
longtime GOP consultant Lyn Nofziger. He mentioned the
Whitewater and FBI-files investigations and the sex scandal that
forced
the resignation of Clinton political consultant, Dick Morris
.
Dole's failure to narrow the gap has fomented rival advice within
his camp. Some advisers want him to single-mindedly focus
on his
economic plan, with its centerpiece 15 percent across-the-boa
rd tax
cut.
Others — suggesting such an emphasis has gained him little over
the past month — want other issues highlighted, such as "value
s"
and, indirectly, Clinton's character.
"Obviously the tax stuff is important, but the values issues
—
education, drugs, our children's prospects for the future —
that
other track is what the American people seem so concerned about,
"
said former Education secretary William Bennett, a sometime Dole
critic traveling with him this week.
Rothenberg, the Republican who puts out a political newsletter,
wrote the race was "finished, fini" in another publication, "Roll
Call," a Capitol Hill newspaper.
"A Dole victory would take divine intervention or a total Clinton screw up," he said in an interview. "There is a huge margin to
make up in an eight-week campaign. Voters know both candidates.
And the president is a better campaigner."
Kristol, publisher of the "Weekly Standard" and former chief of
staff to Vice President Dan Quayle, predicted last April that Dole
would lose. "And, sad to say, events are turning out that
way," he
said Tuesday.
Kristol predicted Republicans in the coming weeks would begin
fleeing Dole "and begin to make the case that you don't want Clinton and a Democratic Congress."
Not surprisingly, the Dole campaign doesn't put much stock in
Kristol's pronouncements.
"Bill Kristol sort of distinguished himself as the first rat off the
ship back in April," Buckley said. "So he is the leader of his own
little rat pack."
The Dole spokesman stressed that "only a handful" of Republicans are openly asserting that the race is over.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Tom Ileum has covered presidential elections for The A.ssociated Press since 1976.

Just drop us a line •••
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express
their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor.
We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with
the following
guidelines: all letters must be vgned by the writer, with
the
address and telephone number included in case verification writer's
is
sary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters should neces- •
be typewritten and should be on topics of general interest. Letters
must not be
more than SOO words. The Murray Ledger & Times
reserves the-right
to edit, condense or reject any letter and to limit
frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor,
Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

FRANKFORT-With practically
every national political poll showing Bill Clinton with a comfortable,
double-digit lead over Bob Dole for
the presidency in November-and
Iraq's Saddam Hussein providing
Clinton ample opportunity to be
commander in chief in the meantime-you would think Kentucky
would be the last place Clinton
would be spending precious time
By every measure, Clinton ought
and money looking for a few elec- to be anathema in Kentucky,despite
toral votes.
his being an Arkansas neighbor and
Dole, on the other hand, needs no stranger to Kentucky when he
every electoral vote he can pick up, was governor there.
if Clinton's lead continues unabated
It was, after all, a direct reaction
in the bare two months left before to Clinton's first two years presas
the election.
ident that caused Kentucky's most
But Clinton was in Ashland on solid Democrats to abandon their
his train trip to the Chicago conven- party and send Republicans to Contion two weeks ago and he was in gress from the first and second
Paducah the night after his accep- districts in 1994,eagerly joining the
tance speech and then parading national Republican revolution.
through far Western Kentucky after
(Of course, they soon discovered
that. The crowds that met him at the the great federal lakes in Western
far corners of the state were large Kentucky might be sold off to the
and enthusiastic.
highest bidder as part of that revoluAnd this is the president who only tion, a fact Paul Patton used brildays before signed regulations turn- liantly to keep the Governor's Maning tobacco over to the dreaded U.S. sion here in Democratic hands.
)
Food and Drug Administration
It was then-state Democratic
(FDA),an action guaranteed to send Party Chairman
Terry McBrayer
every burley grower in Kentucky to who orchestrated
Pauon's 1995 victhe courthouse to change his or her tory over Republican
Larry Forgy
registration from Democrat to Re- and McBrayer
is probably correct
publican or Perotista.
when he says Clinton lost Kentucky
What's going on here?
burley votes a year ago when he first

proposed the FDA regulations on
tobacco, and now has everything to
gain from campaigning here. Certainly, the tough regulations on
teen-age tobacco use, which is what
the whole thing is about anyway,
plays very, very well in states like
California, with its huge number of
electoral votes.
In many ways, tobacco is a win/
no great loss situation for Clinton,
much to the dismay undoubtedly of
the Dole campaign.
The intriguing question is
whether Clinton's resurrection as a
viable candidate in Kentucky can
make other candidates equally
viable, particularly Steve Beshear in
his uphill effort to unseat Republican Sen. Mitch McConnell.
If it does, Beshear's got some
work to do.
For one thing, he's got to get off
the telephone asking for campaign
contributions from inyone and
everyone and hit the hustings-and
soon. There's no way for Beshear to

meet or exceed the amount of
money McConnell has squirreled
away the last six years to pay for his
re-election campaign or the money
McConnell surely would have
available to him should he suddenly
feel threatened by Beshear between
now and November.
So it's a matter of hiuing the
highways with 18-hour days of
pressing the flesh, downing a lot of
fried fish in the process, and generating among local Democrats an
enthusiasm that translates into
votes-a lot of vows-election day.
It's the kind of enthusiasm sensed
when Clinton was in Ashland and
Paducah and it isn't easy for someone like Beshear, who's been out of
public life for more than a decade.
And Patton and McBrayer have
key roles to play as well. For Patton
to retain-and certainly enhance-his
reputation as a dragon slayer of
Republicans, upsetting McConnell
is a must. For McBrayer, a Beshear
win in November very well could be
the key to the chairmanship of the
national Democratic Party or even a
cabinet post in a second Clinton
administration.
There's a lot riding on this year's
election for Kentucky Democrats,
and if anyone had said that in
November 1994, I would have said
they'd lost their mind.
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"Look at that," said Slats Grobnik, pointing at the TV set."Missiles
being shot off our warships. Now,I
got to ask you - is that fair?"
I'm sure Saddam Hussein doesn't
think it is fair. So all he has to do is
duck and try to be less troublesome.
"I'm not talking about being fair
to Saddam. I'm talking about our
presidential election and how it ain't
- what do you call it?-a level playing
field?"
Why isn't it level?
"Because an incumbent president
has got too many advantages.
"Look at Bill Clinton. First, he
can play at being Big Daddy and
promise all sorts of programs that
will solve every problem we got or
will ever have. Then, after he shows
us what a compassionate guy he is,
he can stick out his jaw and beat up
on someone like Saddam Hussein
and let the voters know how tough
and decisive he is.
"And all Bob Dole can do is just
stand there in his American Legion
cap and say, yep, he's all for
shooting missiles at whatever we're
shooting them at. And why don't
someone tell him not to go on TV
wearing that hat?"
Why not? He is proud of being a
vet and a Legionnaire.
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"I'll tell you why not. First, a
candidate should never wear any
kind of unusual hats. That's oldfashioned politics. Candidates who
wear unusual hats always lose. Two,
the hat gets the draft-dodger vote
bloc mad. Let's face it- all the guys
who ducked the Vietnam War arc
tired of hearing about Dole being a
wounded vet. There's a backlash
now. You say you're a vet and they
say: "Yeah, well I was a protester
and got a deferment and I'm proud
that I wasn't stupid enough to get my
butt shot off in an unjust war. I'm the
true patriot, and you were nothing
but a sheep-like dummy." "Believe
me, it won't be long before they
abolish Veterans Day and replace it
with Deferment Day."
But you digress. What about that
level playing field?
"Oh, yeah. Well, what could be

other candidates have a few cruise
missiles and warships to shoot them
from."
Shoot them at who?
"Some bad guy. Saddam isn't the,
only bad guy in the world. It would
be up to the other candidates to•
decide who he wants to shoot -;
missiles at. Maybe he'd shoot them
at that rotten guy in Nigeria, Sen.
more unfair? He's the president. so Carol Mosele
y-Braun's vacation
he says, OK, let's shoot some mis- pal. Or maybe
at one of those dope
siles at Iraq. Then there are head- kings in Latin
America, where nice
lines that say: 'Showdown with Juan Valdez
used to pick all those
Saddam.'Then the TV crews go out good coffee
beans. But he'd have to
on Main Street and ask people on be careful
not to blow up Juan
their lunch hour how they feel. So
Valdez by mistake. That would be
the average guy says: 'We got to
had public relations.
support the president and rally ar"Or maybe he'd want to shoot at
ound the flag,' right?
Saddam too. That could be better
"Then all the pundits say that the than a debate. OK, maybe my
president is getting a bump in the missiles didn't get Saddam, but I
polls. I don't know why the TV blew up some of his relatives? Isn't
reporters don't ask people on the that worth a bump in the polls?"
street this question: 'Say, how
But if Dole was given missiles,
would you like to volunteer to fairness would require that they also
parachute into Iraq and put a hit on be given to Ross Perot.
Saddam?'
"I guess so. But Perot would have
So what can someone like Dole
to agree not to aim them at the White
do to counter this?
House."
"Nothing. Unless the campaign
What if he didn't agree?
laws are changed."
"It would make the campaign a
In what way?"
"Well, maybe we should let the lot livelier."
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Clothing collection at Armory

Calloway County High Schod will have its parent-teacher conferences on Thursday, Sept. 12, from 3 to 6 p.m. at the high school. All
parents and guardians are urged to attend. No appointments are
necessary.

Mint Spring reunion Saturday
All resident sof the Mint Spring community and surrounding communities of Land Between the Lakes are invited to attend a reunion
on Saturday, Sept. 14, at the small shelter at Paris Landing State
Park around 10 a.m. Each one should bring a lawn chair and a picnic
lunch. For information call Lucille Wofford, 753-4098.

Epilepsy Support Group will meet
The first meeting of the local Epilepsy Support
Group will be
Monday. Sept. 16, at 7 p.m. in MCCH Home Care
Office, corner of
South Ninth and Poplar Streets. Epilepsy is a sympto
m of occasional
brain dysfunction that produces changes in the
brain's electrical
activity and causes periodic, recurring seizures. All
interested persons are invited to attend this support group meeting
and bring a
friend or family member.

Support Group being formed
A 12-step Support Group for Survivors
of Incest Anonymous is
being formed in the area. This is for women,
age 18 and over. Anyone interested in being a part of this special
group, call 753-8690.

Health Express lists stops

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will be
offering blood pressure, pulse, vision and glauco
ma screenings at all
stops during the month of September. Also
available is a Stool for
Occult Blood Screening Kit for $4. Today
the express will be at
Murray Kroger from 2 to 5 p.m. On Thursda
y the express will be at
Olympic Plaza, Murray, from 2 to 5 p.m.

Blind Support Group meets Thursday
Calloway County Support Group for the Blind
will meet Thursday, Sept. 12, at 6 p.m. in Annex of Callow
ay County Public
Library, according to Glenda Carroll, secretar
y.

Party hint given by AH group
If you are having a birthday, anniversary
or any other kind of party this summer, ask your guests to bring
several cans of food for
Need Line's fall and winter distribution.
Students and faculty from
Murray State University's American Humanics
Program will pick up
your cans of food and deliver them to Need Line.
For more information, call 762-3808.

College Farm Road, Murray.

A.M.

Ky.)

RAIN OR

SHINE

For Information call 302-3822248

'Produced in cooperation with the
Murray Tourism Commission'

MUMS • WALLIS FARM
3029 Butterworth Rd., Stella
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Shari Lynn Wilford
and Timothy Lynn Stalls

$4•50 &

Wilford and Stalls
wedding to be Oct. 12
Mr. and Mrs. Mac Wilford of Mayfield announce the
engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Shari Lynn
Wilford, to
Timothy Lynn Stalls, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Lamb of
Murray and
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Stalls of Hardin.
Ms. Wilford is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Cletus
Garland and the late Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wilford, all of
Mayfield.
Mr. Stalls is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Huie Duncan
and Mrs.
Lucy Stalls, all of Almo, and the late Walter Stalls.
The bride-elect is a 1990 graduate of Graves County High
School
and attended Murray State University. She is employed
by Paschall
Truck Lines, Inc.
The groom-elect attended Calloway County High School.
He is
employed by Stalls Clean Up.
The wedding will be Saturday, Oct. 12, 1996, at 3 p.m. at Memori
al
Baptist Church, Main and 10th Streets, Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding
.

Information Health
Fair to be at library
An Information Health Fair will be Saturday, Sept. 14, from 10
a.m.
to 3 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. This will be
sponsored
by C.H.E.E.R. (campaign for health enhancement, educati
on and
research).
Organizations represented will be Asthma and Allergy Foundat
ion
of America, The Lupus Foundation of Kentuckiana, The CFIDS
Association of America, The Fibromyalgia Network, The National
Arthritis
Foundation, The American Medical Association, American
Chronic
Pain Association, and Self Help for Hard of Hearing
People, Inc.
Written testimonies of C.H.E.E.R. members will be availabl
e. "If
you or someone you know is living with chronic illness, chronic
pain,
hearing impairment, or maybe allergies tell them about this
Health
Fair. Better yet, You Bring them! Give them and/or yourself
the
chance to obtain information about pain, illness, and hearing
loss,"
said Carol Snyder Holmgreen, CHEER coordinator. "This Informa
tion
Health Fair is about awareness, sharing, and gaining informa
tion."
The CHEER group meets the second and fourth Monday
of each
month at 7 p.m. at the Chamber of Commerce Center. For informa
tion
call 759-2542.

To Subscribe
To The
Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

551/4 inches!!
Call today for
your FREE
consultation &
join Diane &
many others
lose unwanted
pounds &
inches!!

Other Times By Appointment

Sun. 1-4

csa

Mon. 8-4

489-2462
753-0508

IMMEDIATE
POSITION AVAILABLE
Advertising Sales Representative

Full-time sales position available for a highly, selfmotivated individual. Must have a dependable
means of transportation. Excellent benefits include health and dental insurance, paid holidays,
paid vacation, sick days and gas allowance.
Send or drop off resume to:
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, KY 42071

Dine in our rustic atmosphere or carry

Monday Night
FREE Drinks
With Order!

ow to your patio picnic.

MK), Chips
&

*2.99
II a.113.-2 p.m.

— Serving Ribs Daily —
Mon.-Sat. 11-8:30, Sunday 11-2:00
1617 Hwy. 121 Bypass
753-3985

OPEN TO PUBLIC!

RIGHT NOW...

PIANO SALE
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Murray State University

Women

Diane Olive of
Murray, Ky. has
lost 561/4 lbs. &
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DOORS OPEN AT 10:00

Southwest SBDMC committees to meet

CCHS conferences on Thursday

re

tit

September 14-15th
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY EXPO
CENTER
(Located on

Tickets for the Lamelle Harris Concert at First Baptist Church
auditorium on Thursday, Sept. 12, at 7 p.m. will be available today
and Thursday at First Baptist Church office. Admission will be by
advanced ticket sales, and no tickets will be sold at the door. Tickets
are S7 per person. The doors will open at 6 p.m.

The annual District Methodist Men's Family Night will be Saturday, Sept. 14, at 6:30 p.m. at Palestine United Methodist Church. A
potluck meal will be served with meat, bread and drinks furnished.
The Rev. Grover Lovett will be the speaker. Also present will be the
Rev. Roger Hopson, superintendent of Paris District of United
Methodist Church. The public is invited.
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Children's clothing (infant through teen sizes) and coats for children and adults will be collected at the National Guard Armory, Coldwater Road or Highway 121 North, from Monday, Sept. 16,
through Wednesday, Sept. 25, from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. to be prepared
for distribution at the Community Resource Fair Saturday, Sept. 28.
Volunteers are urgently needed at the Armory beginning Monday to
assist in clothing preparations. Volunteers chairs for the Clothing
Exchange are Sharon Bybee, 753-8045, or Lois Pharris, 759-4938.

Southwest Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council Design Tasks Committees will meet Thursday, Sept. 12, at 6 p.m.
at the school cafeteria. These will be Health and Safety, High Performance Management, Standards and Assessment, Learning Environment, Community and School Service, and Public Engagement.
This will be to orient the committees to the task for the school year.
The public is invited.

AUTUMN SAVINGS

•Kew Fall Merchandise
•159e Cash Discount On
All Preseriptlons
.Compu tented itcronds
•PCS •Mediment

Department of Music
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Hwy. 641 South • 753-7575

Numerous pianos that have been on loan
For Preview
to the University will be sold at Murray
Appointments and
State's Curns Center on Sunday. September
information CALL
15 between Noon and 4 pm In conjunction
(502)832-6565
with Yamaha's Institutional Loan Program
and their agent, grand pianos, uprights.
consoles, digital and player pianos will be offered In
addition, other used pianos will be available, including.
Steinway, Baldwin, Schimmel, Wurlitzer and Samick,
The pianos will be offered to the public at prices
well below retail prices Many are less than a
year old and have a 10-year factory warranty
Call (502)832-6565 for an appointment
to preview

PUBLIC SALE DAY
SUNDAY, SEPT 15, NOON - 4 P.M
Preyiew Appointments Suggested
CALL (502) 832-6565
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HOSPITAL REPORTS

Wall

One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, Sept.
6, have been released as follows:

519 S. 12th St.

753-7575

A MIGRAINE

Newborn admission
Adams baby boy, parents. Crystal
and Richard, Cadiz

feels like...
"...someone is working inside my head
with a jack-hammer."
"...beams of light are ricocheting inside my brain."
"...my stomach is on the worst roller coaster ride."
"...I just want to curl up and disappear."
* * * *
Four Rivers Clinical Research, Inc. is studying
an investigational medication for the treatment of
migraine headaches. All study related medications,
evaluations, and assessments are FREE.
Murray & Paducah locations

Call For Information

FOUR RIVERS

(800) 445-6992

Help C

0111

Members of Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of American Revolution met in the home of Verona Grogan to plan programs
and activities for 1996-97. Pictured from lett are Virgil Grogan, treasurer, Elizabeth Hart, conservation chairperson, Evelyn Jones, American
History Month chairperson, and Lula Belle Hodges, DAR Good Citizens
chairperson and chaplain. The chapter will meet Saturday, Sept. 14, at 2
p.m. in the horn* of Mrs. Grogan, 805 Doran Rd., Murray. Dr. Joe Rose,
guest speaker, will speak about "Constitution Current Perspectives."
An important business meeting will be held including the election of a
new recording secretary, yearly activities and financial funds. Dues are
also due at the meeting.

't Wait

Dismissals
Mrs. Mildred Brandon, Almo; Hampton baby boy, Cadiz, Cletus C Shelton, Farmington,
Mrs Shanna M. Spiker and baby
girl, Benton; Mrs. Carol J. Wilkins,
Mrs. Grace N Cooper, Hazel;
Mrs Marie E Saxon, and Mrs Sandy Lee and baby boy, all of Mayfield;
Mrs Alice Dixon, James Tyler Pittman, Mrs. Linda L. Stubblefield, Dan
F. Billington, Mrs. Virginia I. Blanton,
Ortis G. Drinkard, Mrs. Otis Lois
McDougal, Mrs Kathleen Lawson. and
Bert W. Jones. all of Murray
• • • •
Three newborn admissions,

dismissals and two expirations at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Saturday, Sept. 7, have
been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Kanipe baby girl, mother, Stacie
Kanipe, Calvert City;
Sherill baby boy, mother, Tina Turner, Mayfield;
Jones baby girl, parents, Melissa
and Steven, Wingo,
Dismissals
Virgil Dean Stutesman, New Concord; Ted Ray Wilkerson, Mayfield.
Tristan Kent Enoch, Kirksey:
Jerry Nelson Eldridge Sr., Almo.
Mrs Lou Shanda Carter, Farmington,
Mrs. Norinne V. Winter. Mrs Bernice Haddix, Harold L. Dunn. Mrs
Omega Gargus, and Mrs Winnie
Crouch, all of Murray.
Expirations
Mrs Ethel Sheridan, Mayfield; Mrs.
Mary Brooks Cross, Benton.
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Georgina Maria Williams
and John 0. Pasco III

Williams and Pasco
wedding to be Sept. 28
Mr. and Mrs. Joey Williams of Murray announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Georgina Maria Williams,
to John 0. Pasco Ill, son of Mr. and Mrs. John 0. Pasco Jr. of
Murray.
Miss Williams is the granddaughter of Mrs. Flo Wright of Murray,
Robert D. Wright of Cleveland, Miss., Mrs. Marianna Turpin of Murray, and the late Billy Joe Williams of Murray.
Mr. Pasco is the grandson of Mrs. Margaret Hackney and the late
Zeb Hackney of Princeton, and the late Lt. Col. John 0. Pasco and
Ruth Nall Pasco of Murray.
The bride-elect is a 1987 graduate of Calloway County High
School. She is a student at Murray State University and is employed
by Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The groom-elect is a 1988 graduate of Murray High School. He is a
student at Murray State University and is employed by Pagliai's.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturd'iy, Sept. 28, 1996,
at 2 p.m. at First Christian Church.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends
are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.
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FUN & FASHION
By D.K. Kelley

ANIMAL SHELTER photos

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter features two of its many animals now available for adoption. They are, "Hank," left, a male threemonths-old Collie, and "Willy," right, a male adutl Welsh Corgi mix.
Hours of the shelter are 1 to 5 p.m., Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and
Friday, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m., Saturday, and closed on Wednesday and Sunday. For more information call the shelter at 759-4141.

Right now, families devastated by hurricane Fran need your help.
Your financial donation means they will get food, clothing,
and a place to rest. . . because Help Can't Wait.

Call 1-800-HELP NOW
For information on the Internet: http://wwwredcross.org

Disaster Relief Fund
't t'. I would like to help victims
of this and other disasters
$25
$100

$50
other

Name
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We are-beginning to see a new positive
attitude being celebrated by women. This
new breed of woman is self assured, self
reliant and dresses first to please herself.
Today we are seeing and hearing more
and more about the woman who no longer
follows the fashion guru's like sheep.
We are conscious of value and quality.
Paying a little more for a classic piece of
clothing or jewelry is worth it in the long
run. When it comes to your wardrobe basics
it is well worth a little sacrifice if that item as
one that will be worn many tunes— such as
basic black pants or blazers. The classic
white shirt is another example of why we
should buy one that will hold up after many
washings.
New looks abound this season. The flavor
seems to be fifties, sixties and seventies.
Classic are also back in a big way.
Customers like to buy something new that
can add life to their present wardrobe.
When you are buying a complete outfit
from the coordinating skirt, pants, blouse
and jacket you also want to be able tom ix all
these pieces with another outfit for a totally
new look.
The shift in dressing to a more relaxed
style is causing people to think in terms of
separates — a great pair of pants with a
sweater or jacket — not necessarily a suited
look.
however, a good basic suit can be mixed
with your casual attire too.
Jewelry this season also gives you the
power to express yourself.
O.K. Kelley carries a complete line of
jewelry and accessories including costume,
sterling and Mexican silver and 14 Kt gold
wire rings, bracelets and earrings.
Rings in sterling with semi precious
stones are a good choice this season
For a losik that is totally you, Of for a
brand new look, we are the store to shop for
a fun and relaxed atmosphere with quality
service and no pressure sales.
Join us for lunch each Friday where
wonderful homemade dishes are our spe
ciality. Congratulations to Mary Ryan who
won the sweater Friday.
( Re sure to come in and check out our fine
gifts and accessories for the home too
Stay tuned to next week's Fun & Fashion
report

Students collecting coats
Students in Murray State University's American Humanics
classes are collecting Coats for
Kids to be given away at the
Community Resource Fair on
Saturday, Sept. 28.
Children's coats (any size) in
good condition will be collected
in boxes located in Sparks Hall,
Faculty Hall, Wells Hall, Carr
Health Building, Curris Center,

and Watcrfield Library on campus and at Wal-Mart.
A collection center will also be
set up at Stewart Stadium just
before the Southern Illinois game
on Sept. 14.
All coats should be brought in
by Sunday, Sept. 22, so that
Boone's Cleaners and The
Clothes Doctor will have time to
clean them before the Community
Resource Fair.

BACK TO SCHOOL

$20 OFF 10K
CLASS RING SAVINGS
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Make check.s p:nable to Punertean Red Cross
Disaster Relief Fund and mail to American Red
Cross, PO Bo 3-243, Washington, DC 20013
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1-800-HELP-NOW

American
Red Cross

—
305 S. 12th
Murray, KY • 753-7441

308 N. 12th St.

753-9959
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Zeta will meet vii Thursday
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ZETA DEPARTMENT photos

Installed as new officers of Zeta Department of Murray Woman's Club at
a Mexican luncheon were top photo, from left, Barbara Brandon, installing officer, Marie Wallace, treasurer, Charlotte Barker, secretary,
Frances Mataarazzo, vice chairman, arid Bonnie Jones, chairman. Hostesses were bottom photo, from left, Frances Matarano, Bonnie Jones,
Ann Vinson, Dorothy McNabb, and not pictured, Rebecca Irvin. The
department will meet Thursday, Sept. 12, at 2 p.m. at the club house
with Emma Sue Hutson to present a program on "Old Fhends
Together." Hostesses will be Barbara Erwin, Vivian Hale, Marjorie Dunn
and Sally Crass.

n =es

KERA Bus to be at MMS
The KERA Bus will be at Murray Middle School on Monday,
Sept. 16, from 1 to 7 p.m.
This bus is a traveling information exhibit about the Kentucky
Education Reform Act (KERA).
Its purpose is to provide information and promote better understanding of education in the state.
The Partnership for Kentucky
School Reform sponsors the bus.
Bus expenses are udnerwritten by
United Parcel Service. No local
or tax dollars are involved in the
KERA Bus Exhibit.
The bus is a standard school
bus redesigned for the exhibit. It
is air conditioned and barrier
free. The bus is primarily for
adults to tour, although adults
and children may tour together.

The exhibit features pamphlets
and handouts that explain features of the reform act. A short
videotape and two computer stations provide an interactive display of KERA's history and
dcscreiptions of the KERA
strands. A small display area is
available for information about
local school activities.
Area volunteers staff the bus
and are available to answer questions about local school matters.
"Visitors to the bus leave with
an understanding of Kentucky's
education program and its impact
on their school district. They can
learn ways to become involved in
the community and with school
children to insure their school
success," officials said.

YMCA offering programs
The Murray Family YMCA is
conducting the Arthritis Foundation YMCA Aquatic Program at
Carr Health Center, Murray State
University, from Monday through
Thursday from 9:30 to 10:15 a.m.
This is a high-quality aquatic
program for people with arthritis
that can help relieve pain and
stiffness. The warmth and buoyancy of water can help decrease
pain and/or stiffness and improve
or maintain joint flexibility,
according to Brenda L.
McGarvey, Fitness Coordinator.
The class meets from Wednesday, Sept. 4 through Thursday,
Dec. 12. This class is free to
YMCA members or $38, plus
program membership for other
individuals. For additional informaiton, call Janice Fountain at
753-0228.
The YMCA is also conducting
a Youth Fitness Class for children, 7 years and older. This class
will meet from Monday through
Thursday from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m.
at University Branch YMCA.
This class is designed to provide aerobic and strength train-

Today
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ing. It is provided free to all
YMCA youth. For information
call the YMCA at 753-4295.

Wednesday, Sept. 11
North Elementary School Technology
Committee of SBOM Council/4:15 p.m.
Box Supper fundraiser for Arthritis
Research by Alpha Omicron Pi
Sorority/4 30 p.m./Lovett Auditorium
steps, MSU.
Health Express of MCCH/Kroger of
Murray/2-5 p m
St Leo Calholk Church he* dinner at
NH/5 pm PSR PC (9-12 grades) and
Adutt Religious Education/6 30 p m
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Blankenship Circie/7
pm
West Fork Baptist Church Wonderful
Woric1/7 p.m
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
Study/7 p m
Westsld• Baptist Church service/7
pm
New Life Christian Center service/7
p.m
University Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p m
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m
Faith Apostolic Church prayer
service/7 pm
Eastwood Baptist Church study/7
p m.
Community Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Church of Living God prayer
service/7 p m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church services/7
p.m_
SI. John Episcopal Church Holy
Eucharist/5:15 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church mission
groups, prayer service/7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church ARK-WOW
family picnic/5 p.m.; Cho4r/6:30 p.m.;
College Fellowship/6,45 p.m.
First Christian Church Choir/7:30
p.m.
First United Methodist Church PreSchool Choir and Chnsters/5 p.m.;
Kids Club/5:30 p.m.; Handbell and
Training for volunteers/6 p.m.; Singers
Unlimited and Adult Bible Study/6:30
p.m.; Chancel Choir, Wesleyan Circle
w/Pat Crawford, Ruth Wilson Circle w/
Rebecca lrvan/7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church Fellowship
supper/5:30 p.m.; Library open/6:15
p m ; Children's Choirs, Youth Prime
Time, Praise!/6:30 p.m.; Prayer
meeting/Bible Study/6:35 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/7:45 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Kids Klub,
Youth, College/Career and Adult Bible
Bible Studiesr7 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church worship/7:30
p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m.
Thursday, Sept. 12
Calloway County Fiscal Court/1:30
p.m./Weaks Center Auditorium.
Calloway County Board of
Education/7 p.m./board office.
Murray City Council/7.30 p.m./City
Hall.
Murray Board of Education/7
p.m./Carter building.
Calloway County High School ParentTeacher conferences/3-6 p.m.
4-H Leaders training meeting/7
p.m./West Kentucky Exposition
Center.
Self Help for Hard of Hearing/7
p.m./Mississippi Room, Curris Center,
MSU. Info/759-2542.
Support Group for Blind/6
p.m./Calloway County Public Library
Annex.
Accessible A.A. meeting/7
p.m./Center for Accessible Living.
Hospice Volunteer Training session/
6-9 p.m./MCC Hospital.
Health Express of MCCH/Olympic
Plaza, Murray/2-5 p.m.
Prayer Coffee of Murray Christian
Women's Club/9:30 a.m./home of
Dortha Lovett.

Thursday, Sept. 12
Zeta Department of Murray 111/41141011'11
Club/2 p.m.
VFW Post 6921 and Ladies AuxIllary/7
p m /American Legion HaN.
WOW Lodge 592 meetinW6 pr11.4..0.
Cabin Restaurant
Housing Authority Resident
Council/6 p m./.Ellis Community
- •-• -Center

senior citizens' activities
Weak. Center/open 8 a m.-4 p.m/tot
senior citizens activities.
Bereavement Support Group/9 30
a m /Suite 283-W, Medical Arts Building In1o/762-1485
Single Parent Support Group/6
p.m /Family Resource Center at East
Tilghman-Beauregard Camp 11460
Sons of Confederate Veterans/7.30
p m /Water Valley United Methodist
Church Ink/753-9688
Murray Chapter No 92 Royal Arch
Masons and Murray Chapter No. 50
Royal and Select Masters/7:30
p.m./Masonic Hall
Kiwanis
Club/6
Murray
p.m./Shoney's
Murray Rotary Club/noon/Seven
Seas Restaurant.
St. Leo Catholic Church Legion of
Mary/9:45 a.m.
First Baptist Church Mothers' Day
OuV9 a.m. and 3 p.m Larnelle Harris
in concerV7 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ
Young in Hearts Class/10.30 a m
Greater Hope Baptist Church Youth
Activities/5,30 p m.; Prayer and Bible
Study/7 p.m. at Main Street Youth
Center.
First United Methodist Church
quilters/9.30 a.m., Team Leader Training and Steering Committee/6.30 p.m.
American Humanics auction/6-9
p.m./Radio WSJP.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Eagle Gallery of FA Center, MSU/
open 730 a.m.-4:30 pm.
National Scouting Museum, MSU/
open 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Beautiful Selection

Garden Mums

all colors ready
for planting

759-4512 Ce
Younrter__%0
_4xs
."‘Fft,§43
Hwy. 94 East of Murray for

Would you like to save
$$$ on your auto and
homeowners insurance?
You can, if you qualify for State AUtO'S exclusive PRIME of LIFE''
Plan!

Reaching Those Who Need !kip
Touching Us All

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.
753-4461

Recliners

insurance with State Auto, you can receive an entire package of
enhanced coverages PLUS substantial premium discounts!
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SPECIAL COVERAGES for

By Lane

Annual Banquet

Many Styles
& Colors
To Choose
Froml

Featuring Steve Arterburn
Co-founder of Minerith Meier-New Life Clinics
Focus on the Family Author and Frequent Speaker

ase

STATE
AUTO' Van Haverstock
nouns/1k* (_.o.rn pan**

211 S. 12th St.
753-3415

Lindy Sulter
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3 Piece Cherry & Oak

Cocktail & Matching
End Tables
As Low $49
As
ea.
Twin
PC.
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Sleeper Sofa
(Queen Size)
Gorgeous Selection

9 $499
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• .._. . . _ Bedroom Living Room
_. Suite

Tues. - Sat.
11 a.m. - 9 p.m.

r
Dinettes
$599 $849 $459
PURDOM

Sunday
11 a.m. - 3 p.m.

WEST OF WARD ELKINS ON THE SQUARE IN MURRAY
MON FRi 8-5, SAT. 9-3
VISA-MASTERCARD-LAYAWAY
PHONE (502) /53-4872
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Sofa, Loveseat & Chair

FURNITURE 8 MATTRESS
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Now New Store Hours
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Holton, Melugln, Haverstock
Insurance Agency
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CONTACT YOUR INDEPENDENT AGENT REPRESENTING
STATE AUTO TODAY!
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Order your hickory cooked whole shoulders and all the fix ins from
me and take it with you for the SIU football game. Average shoulder
price $28 to $42. Great for your tailgate parties. Must place orders on
or before Saturday, Sept. 14.

•

Enloy aN the pnvileges of being a member of the PRIME of LIFE
Plan -- for life!

Incliner Sectional

INTRODUCING KNOTH'S
BAR-B-Q WHOLE SHOULDERS

# N,
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FOR MSU FOOTBALL FANS

t
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PREMIUM SAVINGS for your AUTO and HOMEOWNERS
insurance! (In addition to any discounts you already recerve

WOW

sos

.

If you are 50 and older, and have both your auto and homeowners

WE'GUARANTEE
WE'LL BEAT ANYBODY!

Care Center for Women

$5.00 OFF! Hwy. 641 N.

••

United Way

LifeHouse

759-1712

Hoffman's

Mon.-Fri. 8-5
Sat. 8-3, Sun. Closed

"Abundant Life"

Whole Shoulders

'5.95 each
iVPIkra

• When you travel
• When you're at home
• Tailor-made for your active, varied lifestyle!

When Sold In Sets

Expires U 14 96
Mastray oral)

11111111111111M1

TOPS 6469 meeting/6 p m./Annex of
Calloway County Public Library
Hazel Center/open 10 a m.-2 p.m./tor

Save The Date!

November 16, 1996
Call 753-0700 for reservations
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Cardinals spoil Rueter's return 1-0
Petkovsek shuts out
Giants; Ex-MSU star
allows just four hits
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Things arc going so well for St.
Louis, even an injury to a frontline starting pitcher turns into a
timely blessing in disguise.
Mark Pctkovsek, replacing
Alan Bencs in the rotation, had
his second strong start of the season against San Francisco, combining with four relievers on a

live-hit, 1-0 shutout Tuesday.
"We didn't slot him for the
Giants," St. Louis manager Tony
La Russa said. "He's only pitching because Alan Benes took a
ball off the wrist. But it's not
often you get a pitcher with his
kind of versatility.''
With their 10th win in 11
games, the Cardinals maintained
their 2'A -game lead over Houston
in the NL Central. The Astros
beat Philadelphia 4-3.
The Giants have lost 10 of 11
games and five straight.
Petkovsek (11-2) is 3-0 in his

KIRK RUETER
five spot starts this season,
including 2-0 with a 0.90 ERA

. •.

against the Giants. In younger
days, he says he might have
yearned for more starting time.
Now he's happy just helping out.
"That's why they send guys
out to war when they're young,
because they feel like they can
conquer the world," Petkovsek
said. "When you get a little older, you figure out you need
help."
Ray Lankford hit a run-scoring
double in the sixth inning to
score the game's only run, and
the Cardinals increased their NL
Central lead to three games.

"It's been happening for us all
year, but in the last two weeks is
when it's really happened," said
Dennis Eckscrsley, who got the
last four outs for his 350th career
save and 27th of the season. "It's
like we're all thinking, 'Let's go.
Let's kill those last 20 games."
Petkovsek, making his first
start since May 12 and fifth of
the season, gave up two hits and
three walks in five shutout
innings.
Losing pitcher Kirk Rueter
(5-7) pitched seven strong
innings in his first start for the
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Giants, allowing one run on four
hits. Reuter and Tim Scott were
acquired from Montreal on July
30 in exchange for for Mark
Leiter.
"I just wanted to keep us in
the game, and I did that," Rueter
said. "For my future here, I think
they're going to let me pitch. In
Montreal, I might have come out
of that game sooner."
Rueter took a one-hitter into
the sixth inning, when Royce
Clayton grounded a one-out
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Boys' Soccer

Tigers push Marshall
to brink in OT defeat
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor

STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times photo

Murray High goalkeeper Ross Clark dives to his right to make a save on a
Marshall County shot
Tuesday night late in regulation of the Tigers' 5-4 loss to Marshall.

Tuesda.y's shootout was both
depressing and uplifting for the Murray
High Tigers.
On the negative side, the Tigers
were blanked 3-0 by Marsha!! County
in the penalty kick contest, sending
them down to a 5-4 overtime defeat.
On the up side, the young Tigers
extended defending First Region
champion into overtime and showed
they are a team to be counted come
tournament time.
"They're such a talented team,"
Murray coach James Weatherly said of
Marshall. "They have experience,
quickness and they're very skillful.
"I'm super proud of our guys to
come back and tic it."
Murray's Shane Andrus scored his
second goal of the game on an assist
from Micah Cathey late in the second
half to knot the score at 4-4 and send
the contest into OT.
Neither team threatened in the
10-minute sudden death, forcing a
shootout.
Marshall scored on its first three
attempts, while the Tigers hit the crossbar twice and the goalkeeper, Jeremy
Joiner, on the other shot.
"I take part of the blame, we haven't
worked on penalty kicks like we
should," explained Weatherly, noting

IN See Page 9

Girls' Soccer

Marshall tops Lady Tigers
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
Still searching for their game,
and more healthy bodies, the
Murray High Lady Tigers ran out
of ammunition Tuesday night
against defending regional
champion Marshall County.
Murray, playing without two
key players, hung with the Lady
Marshals for most of Tuesday's
game at Ty Holland Field, but
faltered down the stretch in a 6-3
Marshall win.
"We were in the match for the
longest time," said Lady Tiger
coach Mark Kennedy. "They're
three goals came when we had
our second unit on defense.
They're playing out of
'necessity."

SCHEDULE
TODAY

GOLF
• CCHS, MHS at Fulton
Fulton Country Club
T 111,1W .1)A Y

SOCCER
• Lakers vs CFS
CCHS Field — 530
II Lady Lakers vs Hopluneville
CCHS Field — 7
• • Lady Tigers vs Lyon Co
.
Ty Holland Field -- 7
FRIDAY
• Tigers vs Fulton Co
Ty Holland Field - 730
• Lakers at Hopkinsville
Hopkinsville
7 30

MN

the new KHSAA rule which states that
no game shall end in a tie this season.
"And then we go to penalty kicks two
games in a row."
Murray and Marshall are both 4-3
following Tuesday's match, which
gives Marshall the early lead in the
district soccer race.
"We're the only team that has scored
four goals on Marshall," the Murray
coach noted. "Everyone else — Bowling Green, Elizabethtown — have all
scored three."
Murray took the lead in the first half
when Drew Wooldridge connected
from the right wing after taking a pass
from Josh Price. Marshall scored the
next three goals to take a 3-1 lead into
halftime.
Murray stormed out of the gate in
the second half, pulling to within 3-2
when Andrus scored off a Cathey assist
early in the half. Cathey tied the game
at 3-3 later in the half when he
received a pass from Al Plan.
After Marshall scored to go up 4-3,
Andrus and Cathey connected to tie it
at 4-4 and seemingly grab some
momentum.
"I think they're guys were dragging
around," Weatherly said. "We took the
wind out of their sails when we tied it
up."

Murray's Samantha Hogscd
Marshall built the lead to 4-2
continued her scoring spree, netbefore Schroader's score.
ting two goals on the night.
Murray was outshot 33-11 by
Heather Schroadcr scored Mur- the Lady Marshals. Lady
Tiger
ray's other goal, which came goalkeeper Robyn Myhill
was
midway through the second half back in the nets for the
first time
to pull Murray within 4-3. Mar- in two weeks after a
back injury.
shall, however, scored the next
Murray was without Leigh
two goals to put the game away. Haverstock and Amberly
Rollins,
"A lot of it is they have eight
who both have been hit with
seniors and we have four
illnesses.
seniors," explained Kennedy.
"I'm not concerned when we
"We rely on our seniors for
everything."
• See Page 9
Marshall jumped out 1-0, but
late in the first half Hogsed tied
the game on an assist from CourtLady Tiger Shannon Beddome
ney Christopher. Marshall went
pressures a Lady Marshal in
up 2-1 just :30 into the second
Tuesday's 6-3 Murray loss.
half, but Hogsed again tied it,
this time on unassisted goal.

•/
RYAN PICKENS

Murray's
Pickens
tops field
at Trigg
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
CADIZ — Murray's Ryan
Pickens won a sudden-death
playoff to claim the individual
title at the Wildcat Invitational
at Arrowhead Golf Course
Tuesday.
Pickens finished regulation
play tied with St. Mary's Ryan
Cochran at 1 -over-par 73 before
winning the playoff.
St. Mary, however, won the
team title with a 311, followed
by Lone Oak (314), Calloway
County (318), Christian County
(324), Trigg County (330), Ballard Memorial (332), Marshall
County (334), Murray (336),
Hopkinsville (338), Heath (341)
and Houston County, Tenn.
(444).
Individually for Calloway.
Buzz Paul shot a 76 to finish in
a tie for fifth place overall.
Adam Haley was one stroke
back at 77, David Greene shot a
78 and Brad Clendenen fired an
87.
For Murray, Drew Holton
shot an 83, Clint Hampton had
a 90 and Anderson Howard finished at 91.
Murray and Calloway are
back in action today, facing
Fulton City at Fulton Country
Club. Murray's girls will next
play Sept. 16, competing in the
Fulton Girls Invitational, also at
Fulton Country Club.

Green Bay's building plan a long process
By DAVE GOLDBERG
AP Football Writer
In 1984, the Chicago Bears lost
the NFC championship game to
San Francisco. The next year,
they won the Super Bowl.
In 1985, the New York Giants
lost to Chicago in the playoffs.
The next year, THEY won the
Super Bowl. And in 1986,
Washington lost to the Giants in
the NFC title game. The next
year ...
Need we say more?
Since the phrase with the initials "SB" has been banned in
Green Bay by Mike Holmgren,
let's just say that ..

Last year, the Packers lost the
NFC championship game in Dallas, which went on to win the
Super Bowl the year after the
Cowboys lost in the NFC finals
to eventual winner San Francisco.
This year, the Packers arc 2-0
and have outscored the opposition 73-16. Is anyone more
primed to end the Dallas-San
Francisco domination of the past
four years?
"What I saw tonight was a
team that roalized it can be a
great team," said Scan Jones, the
Packers' defensive end who's
been around long enough to know
— 13 years to be exact.

"We just wanted to go out and
show everyone that we were
going to be a contender this
year," said cornerback Doug
Evans, more cautious, perhaps,
because he's just in his third
season.
"Now we have to go out each
and every week and prove the
same thing over and over again.
But people will look at this game
and say, 'Hey, the Packers arc
pretty damn good.—
That's a point well taken.
Because players around the
league (including Dallas, San
Francisco and Buffalo) watch
Monday night games, and what

they saw in the 39-13 demolition
of Philadelphia was a team playing at a Super Bowl level.
Moreover, it wasn't a fluke
because the Packers are one of
the few teams in this era of
watered-down salary-cap football
that is without a significant
weakness.
Why?
Because Ron Wolf, the general
manager, has done things the oldfashioned way, using the draft to
find immediate contributors with
long-term futures.
So for every Jones and Reggie
White, there's a Brian Williams,
a second-round draft choice in
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1995 who beat out free agent Ron
Cox for a lincbacking job, or
Craig Newsome, last year's No.
1, who's becoming one of the
league's premier cornerbacks.
That's allowed Wolf and Mike
Holmgren to selectively fill spots
— free-agent Santana Dotson
gives the Packers an inside pass
rush, a perfect complement to the
immovable Gilbert Brown. Safety
Eugene Robinson, picked up
from Seattle, provides experience
and leadership behind the young
corners, Newsome and Evans.
Offense?

• See Page 9
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Sports

II Green Bay...
FROM PAGE 8

BRIEFS
Calloway Middle drills Fulton Co. 38-6

•

Calloway County Mickile School opened up its football
season last week
vrith a 38-6 win over Fulton County Daniel Garner led a Laker
defense which
held Fulton to lust one hrst down in the first three
quarters
Offensively Calloway amassed 267 total yards Quarte
rback Tony Ryan
finished with 51 rushing yards and 41 passing yards includi
ng two touch
downs Patnck Greer had two recepoons for 41 yards and
a TD while Caleb
Smith rushed for 20 yards Chad GfOer rushed for 44 yards
Aaron Stewart
ran tor 25 yards and Josh Owen had 73 yards and a
TO

Murray Middle goes to 2-0 with 33-6 win
Garrett McCutcheon scored three touchdowns in the first halt
to lead Mw
ray Middle to a 33-6 win over Fulton County Tuesda
y evening
McCutcheon scored on runs of 5, 10 and 1 in the first half
and Josh Gar
land caught a 25-yard TD pass from Thomas Olive 10 out
Murray up 26-6 at
half
In the third quarter, Ent Villaflor capped the scoring for
Murray with a
20 yard TD run Murray got outstanding performances ITOT
Richard Fogle
Drew Henry and Olive, as well as running back Anthon
y Cogdell
Next Murray hosts rival Calloway County Middle School on
Tuesday at Ty
Holland Field

SPORTS ROUNDUP
BASEBALL

BASKETBALL

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Brett
Butler, who made an inspirational
return to the Los Angeles lineup
last week after missing more than
four months because of tonsil
cancer, broke his lett hand and is
probably out for the season
Butler, 39 was hit in the hand
while trying to bunt in the fourth
inning X-rays revealed a broken
fifth metacarpal on his throwing
hand which was to be put in a
splint Earlier in the game. Butler
hit a run -scoring single — his first
RBI since he returned to the lineup
Friday night

FAYETTEVILLE Ark (AP) —
The daughter of the Arkansas
chancellor has resigned as
academic coordinator for Razorbacks basketball after admitting
she knowingly violated an NCAA
rule and lied about it to investiga
tors the Arkansas DemocratGazette reported Kim Wood
daughter of Dan Ferritor, said she
typed correspondence course pap
ers for former Arkansas guard
Jesse Pate, but never did his lessons for him Typing the work violated the NCAA s rule on extra
benefits

Murray was playing without
starting forward Nathan Keller,
who suffered a knee injury and is
lost for the season.
Murray travels to powerful
Bowling Green Saturday for a 7
p.m. game.
Tilghman 6, Calloway 0
Tilghman jumped on Calloway
early, scoring three goals in the
first 10 minutes, in cruising to
the win at the CCHS field
Tuesday.
The Blue Tornado (6-1) led 5-0
at halftime.
"We're on a roller-coaster
ride," Calloway coach Steve
Arant said. "We came out flat,
and I'm partly to blame for that.
Somehow I've got to get the team
up, and I can't seem to convince
them that they have to come out
ready to play. That's three games
in a row that we've gotten behind
early: even though we came back
and won the last two.
"(Tilghman) came in expecting
a really rough game and they
knew they would have to play

Cleans furnace burners,
blowers, oils motors, checks
all safety controls.

All Type Home
Service

901 Sycamore

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Au i Tirnee COT
test Dor soon
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MURRAY FAMILY

YMCA
209 N. 12th St. • 759-9622
1510 Chestnut St. • 753-4295

New Yak (Cone 5-2) II Detroit (Thompson 1-4).
12 15 pm
Cablornia (Bode. 124) at Cleveland (Anderson
1). 605 pm
Chicago (Fernandez 13-9) at Balmy* (Akiesina
1941, 635 pm
Oakland (Prieto 5-7) at Minnesota (Aguilers 8-6),
7 05 p m
Seattle (Mulholland 3-2) at Kama' City (Haney
9131 705 p m
kahaukee (McDonald 10-10) at Texas (ti)l
154). 735 pm
Only games scheduled
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Chestnut St.
Murray

753-2571
753-4110

ATLAS TRANSMISSION
The Professionals

Is your transmission leaking, slipping, making unus
ual noises?

3 bedroom, 2 bath

Ask about our FREE 21 Point
Transmission Check-Up.

'27,900*

* NATIONWIDE WARRANTY *

24 x 44

With Cmpea
F.1.••. sit 06

$37,900*

100 North 4th St.
7595000

See Our Selection 01 14' Single Wales 16 Single
Wides 4 Triple Wides

Open 7 Days a Week
Hwy. 79E.. Paris, TN
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0100 OFF
INTERNAL
TRANSMISSION
REPAIR
Matt
Crape+ • Espin, 93! 06

lets

Prices Includes:
-Wall to Wall Carpet
.40-gal Hot Water
'Upgrade Insulation
'
Vinyl Siding
Heater
Shingle Roof
'
'Ceiling Fan
.3-ton Central AC '
Upgrade Carpet
'Stove /Refrigerator
'Del /Set-up
'Fireplace
'Patio Door
'5% DOWN PAYMENT 'with Approved Credit

KEITH BAKER HONES INC.

<hinge Fluids
'Cleans Screens
-Adjust Rands
'Adjust Linkage
'New Pan Gasket
'Road Tee

Si' 5

3 bedroom, 2 bath
t.:41

$1

TRANSMISSION
Tune-Up Special

-Garden Tub
•Del Set-Up
'Refrigerator

28 x 60

• 41

Logs MS
-411

,llpha II vent-fire gao logo y WizrIin (4t.iPn•Ouild are great performerd. They
have all the feature.. .yen love abintl a wood
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liet-alme they're lberniiik.fraleally controlled,
can mh•ef the temperature.you
want them to maintain. ,1Irha II mi.. lo.o. feature dual Inn-nerd for beautiful.
•
flame.'. They're aldo /1.(L-1.(0e.nan certified a., vent-free.01.. heater,. alli 1
they're rata)an ama:Ma 99.9% efficient!
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WILD CARD RACE

FLEETWOOD

Price Includes:
Wall Carpet
-3-ton Central A/C
'Vinyl Siding
'Upgrade Insulation
-Ceiling Fan
'Stove
'Upgrade Carpet
'Shingle Roof

ti•

Hours: Tuos.-Fri. 7:30-5:30
p.m.; Sat. 8 a.m.-12 Noon
Slop By Anytime - No Appoi
ntment Necessary
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UNIVERSITY BARBER SHOP
105 N. 16th Murray

Pct GIII
556
566
510
413 204
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"DOUBLEWIDE SPECIALS"

p.

S

Tuesday's Gerna•

Thursday's Games

well to beat us, but I couldn't
convince our guys that Tilghman
is for real," Arant added. "We
didn't play well anywhere on the
field."
*Calloway and Tilghman tied
1-1 in the junior varsity game.
Matt Yeterski scored for Calloway off an assit from Adam
Scott.
Calloway (4-3) hosts Christian
Fellowship in a district game
Thursday night at 5:30.

•

.;

s

St LOJIS 1, Son Francisco 0
i.10•610f1 4. Phladeipha 3
Chicago 10. Montreal 3
Florida 9, New York 3 12 innings
Colorado 9. Atlanta I
Los Angeles 5, Cincinnati 4
San Cusp 6 Pittsburgh 5
Wednesday's Games
Florida (Rapp 6 15) SI New Vodt (lerIngheuesin
5-131. 12 40 pm
Montreal (Faseero 14-9) at Chicago (Swartzbaugh 0-01. 1 20 p m
St Louis (Jackson 0-01 it San Francisco
(0 Fernandez 7- i 31. 235 pm
Attains (hoop' 14.7) al Colorado (Wright
3.2).
635 pm
Phaadelpha (Beech 1-3) at Houston (Daman
6.11). 705 pm
Cincinnati (Smiley 12-121.? Los Angola.(Valdes
12-7). 935 pm
Pittsburgh (Cordova 2-7) el San Napo (Tewksbury 10-10), 935 pm.
Thursday's Ciente.
PN(adelphe (HuMer 3-5) al
Houston (Kite 1141
1 35 p in
Atlanta lSmoltz 21-7) at Colorado (Bailey 2-31
205 pm
Ronda (Halton 4-1) at Montreal (M Leder
6-101
635 pm
St Louis (Osborne 12-1) at Los Angeles (Nano
1410), 9'05 pm
Ptttsbuniih (Schmidt 3-5) at San Franasoo (Watson 610). 906 pm
Only games scheduled

pm

FROM PAGE 8
single. Lankford followed with a
drive to the left-field alley that
eluded lunging left fielder Barry
Bonds for a double, allowing
Clayton to score and giving St.
Louis a 1-0 lead.

• i

•

r' $•ff o-,. .1

House Plants • Ferns • Hanging
Baskets
Plant Sale Will Take Place in
the
MSU Curris Center (in front of the Bookstore)

753-8355

Los Angell*
San Otago
Colorado
San Francisco

Caklorha (Finlay 13-141 at Cliweland (McDowell
10-9) 605 pm
Ulwauluse (Eldred 3 3) et Boston (Wakedeld
12-121 606 pm
Chicago (Alvarez 15-8) at Baltimore (IONS' 2-4
635 pm
Texas (Burkett 3-1) at Toronto (Andidar 0-2).
6 35 p m
Oakiand (Adams 3-2) at Winn••011 (Wadi* 6.141.
7 05 p m
Seattle IlAwes 11-2) al itansas Crty (Unton 6-91,
703 pm

II Cardinals...

(901)644-0012

•

September 11-13, Wed.-Fri.
From 8-5

'Your more than one company agency,'

Tilghman outshot Calloway
16-10.
"Johnna Stockdale and Lacey
McCuan played an outstanding
game." Calloway coach Sharon
Arant said. "We missed some
scoring opportunities when we
shot it straight to the goalie. We
played better than the score indicates, but we're still having mental errors that arc costing us
goals."
*Calloway's At team fell 3-0
to Tilghman Tuesday night.
Calloway (2-6) hosts Hopkinsville Thursday night at approximately 7. The JV game begins at
5:30.

753-5762

•

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • UFE

FALL SPECIAL

'39.95

t r•

••

PLANT SALE

Just say the opportunity is
there.

MAJOR LEAGUES

Complete Furnace
Check Up &
Safety Inspection

• .
•
•
••• ..•
.
• ••
• 1P
•••

The Insurance Center
of Murray

III Tigers...
FROM PAGE 8

MSU Horticulture Club

•

Sponsored By

•Lady Tigers...

Tilghman 4, Calloway 1
PADUCAH — Tilghman broke
away from a 1-1 tic to beat Calloway Tuesday night.
After Tilghman took a 1-0
lead, Calloway tied the game
when Julie Smotherrnan scored
off an Elle Arant assist. But
Tilghman took a 2-1 lead at halftime and added two more scores
in the second half for the win.

REUSEREUSE THE NEWS..
Tuff RECYCLE THIS NEWSPAPER.

This week they have to come
off Monday night's high to play
host to San Diego, hardly an
automatic win, and on Oct. 14
they get the 49ers in another
Monday nighter at Lambeau
Field. They also play three of
their last four games at home, a
distinct advantage given the
northern Wisconsin December
weather.
Then there's that January
weather in Wisconsin, an even
greater advantage should Dallas
and San Francisco come visiting.
So don't talk Super Bowl yet.

SCOREBOARD

David King

FROM PAGE 8
gct to tournament time and get
Leigh and Ambcrly back at full
strength," the Lady Tiger coach
said. "This region is. going to
come down to us and Marshall."
However, Kennedy said the
Lady Tigers are entering a key
stretch of the season and it could
determine the team's success in
the post-season.
"We're (4-3) and it's time to
stop pushing them," Kennedy
said. "We either step it up now or
we hand it (region) to Marshall
County on a silver platter."

9

•'

played well enough to give
Michels time to learn The Holmgren ban on Super
Bowl WY remains in effect, a
good idea given the Packers'
schedule — two three-game road
trips, including one in November
that includes consecuuve games
at Kansas City and Dallas (a
Monday night game.)

Brett Favre is back from rehab
beuer than ever — and he was
the league's MVP last year. In
two games he's thrown seven TD
passes and has yet to throw an
interception, puuing his ratio in
the last 34 regular-season games
to 78-27.
His targets — Robert Brooks et
al at wide receiver and the tight
end tandem of Keith Jackson and
Mark Chmura — are as good as
any in the league.
Edgar Bennett has turned into
Roger Craig and the emergence
of William Henderson as a blocking fullback allows Dorsey
Levens to spell Bennett. In Monday night's game, Bennett ran for
93 yards, Henderson fix 40 and
Levens for 25, including a
touchdown.
Even the question mark -- left
tackle — has been settled for the
time being. John Michels, the No.
1 draft choice, was supposed to
play there, but was hurt and
third-year-man Gary Brown has
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LETTUCE
24 Count Size

Tyson s Frozen

Select Trim-Value Pack

. Bo. 2 I.$5.00
Fryer Leg Quarters
Lb. 59'
Oscar Mayer Sliced
Bacon
16 oz. $2.99
Chicken

New York Strip Steak

9-10 oz

Fresh Value Pack

$4.79
12 oz. 99'

lb.

ICA

Wieners

1

SLICED
BOLOGNA

ELLOW
ONIONS
3 Lb.
Bag

Eastern

Peaches

lb.

89'

New Crop

Damsons

lb.89

Vine Ripen

Tomatoes

lb.

69'
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CITRUS PUNCH
Gallon lug

1

")/1(raft

VELVEETA SHELLS 6 MT. DBV, DV B
CHEESE DINNER DR, PEPPER,DIET DR,PEPPER
14 Oz. Box

Smuckers 18 oz. Jar

2 Liter Bottles

5 Lb. Bag

2 RoF s3

Armour 5 oz. Can

Grape
Jelly

Vegetable
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ree /
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CRACKERS PARTY PIZZAS
9-10.9 oz. Box

C

ICE CREAM OR
FROZEN YOGURT
64 Oz. Carton
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VEGETABLES

W.K. 9 Cr. Yellow Corn, Cut Green
Beans. Green Peas
14-15 oz. Can
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Deaths

Stock Market Report

Li
James Lymon Henson, 61, Benton, died Monday, Sept. 9, 1996. at
% 34 p.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
A member of Union Ridge Baptist Church, he was the son of the
late Claude Henson and Lois Morgan Henson.
Survivors include three brothers, Franklin Henson, Harold Henson,
and Edward Henson, all of Benton.
The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Willard Beasley and Tim Cole will officiate. Burial will follow in Hamlet Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
(Wednesday)..

Mrs. Jo Nell Paschall

1

Services for Mrs. Jo Nell Paschall were Friday at 4 p.m. at First
Baptist Church, Paris, Tenn. Her brother-in-law, Dr. Henry Franklin
Paschall of Nashville. Tenn., the Rev. Charles On and the Rev. Jerry
Massey officiated.
Active pallbearers were Charles P. Wilson, Jim Hays, Billy Owens,
Bill McNutt, Thomas Paschall, Kenny Nixon, Delmer Owens, Walter
Murray, Robert Martin, Lewis Wallis and Robert Adams. Honorary
pallbearers were members of Joy Sunday School Class and Sanctuary
Choir of the church, and her former schoolmates.
Burial was in Maplewood Cemetery with arrangements by Ridgeway Morticians, Paris.
Expressions of sympathy should be made to First Baptist Church
Piano Fund and the Springhill Baptist Church Building Fund.
Mrs. Paschall, 68, Paris, died Wednesday, Sept. 4, 1996, at Henry
County Medical Center, Paris. She was married Nov. 24, 1946, to C.
(Lindy) Paschall who died Feb. 24, 1991.
Born Jan. 24, 1928, in Murray, she was the daughter of the late Dec
Ford and Rebecca Haley Ford. She was an honor graduate of Grove
High School, Paris, and attended Murray State College. She was a
member of First Baptist Church, Harmony Girls Quartet, and several
other organizations.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Linda Janelle Wilson, one
son, the Rev. Lynn Ford Paschall and wife, Jackie, three grandsons,
Lynn Ford Paschall Jr., John Charles Paschall and Chad Preston Wilson, one sister, Mrs. Sue Jean Phelps and husband, Dorris, one
nephew, Dr. James Dee Phelps, and special Harmony Girls "sisters,"
Nodgel Hartsficld and Betty Nixon, all of the Paris area.

,

Chief Petty Officer Bill Massey, ieft, talks with Seeman Recruit Joey
Thomas about his upcoming assignment to Washington, D.C. Massey Is
Recruiter In charge of Navy Recruiting Station, Hopkinsville.

Thomas assigned
By MIKE MORLEY
Navy Writer

While the candidates and political parties battle over who will
become the next president of the
United States, one Cadiz man is
perfecting his marching and parade skills for Jan. 20, 1997; no
matter who wins, that will be one
of the most exciting days at work
Seaman Recruit Joey Thomas
will likely ever experience.
Thomas, 19, son of Darce Thomas of Cadiz and Margaret Thomas of Hopkinsville, and grandson of Leland and Monie Hooks
of Murray, was recently selected
to be a member of the elite
United States Ceremonial Guard
in Washington, D.C. The guard
includes the Presidential Honor
Guard and other elite ceremonial
and burial units, all of which will
perform during Inauguration Day.
Thomas, 1995 graduate of
Trigg County High School,
entered the Navy June 6, 1996,
Services for Camon Edward Baker were today at 11 a.m, in the
and was selected for the Ceremochapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. The Rev. David
nial Guard while in basic training
Cunningham officiated.
at Great Lakes, Ill.
Pallbearers were Bob Taylor, Thomas Morris, Skip Hale, Darrell
"A Navy Chief came in and
Rowland, Jessie Yearry and Charles Miller. Burial was in Hicks
asked for volunteers," Thomas
Cemetery.
said. "He interviewed a group of
Mr. Baker, 69, Speaker Trail, Murray, died Sunday, Sept. 8, 1996,
us, and gave us background
at 3:30 p.m. at his home.
checks. After those came back,
we had a second series of longer,
tougher interviews, where they
looked at our military bearing,
personalities and word
knowledge."
Soon after the second interview, Thomas learned he was
A fall reading program for childp.m., and will be conducted in the accepted. After taking a few
ren in primary through sixth grade
Special Education Building on cam- weeks of leave in Hopkinsville
will be offered by Murray State
pus. The cost of the program is $90, and Cadiz, Thomas reported to
University's department of elemenbut fees may be significantly re- Washington, D.C. and began
tary and secondary education.
training with the Ceremonial
duced if financial need exists.
The program is designed to proThe deadline to apply for the fall Guard.
vide children with successful readAccepting orders to the Cerereading program is Sept. 25. To
ing experiences and to build interest
apply, call (502) 762-2446. For monial Guard meant postponing
and fluency in reading. It is espefurther information, contact Gill at training as an Aviation Electricially appropriate for beginning and (502) 762-6868.
cian's Mate, Thomas original
early readers who may benefit from
the opportunity for extra practice in
reading and for readers who may
need assistance in developing reading strategics, said Sharon Gill,
assistant professor of elementary
To What? Gospel Concert
and secondary education. One-onone tutoring will be provided by
When?
Saturday Night, Sept. 14 • 7:00 p.m
MSU undergraduate students enWhere?
Lake-Land Apostolic Church
rolled in a reading practicum, Gill
1653 No. 16th St. Ext., Murray, Ky.
noted.
(Facing No. 16th St., otherwise
"The MSU reading program has
surrounded by Sullivan's Golf Course)
been offered for many years and has
been very successful in helping
featUringl Deborah Jarrett of Gleason, Tn.
children improve their reading
Deborah is not only a great singer but
ability," 'aid Gill. "The individualwrites many of the songs she sings
ized attention children receive from
-andtheir tutors and the focus on sucRev. Jackie Mathis of Dawson Springs,
cessful reading experiences often
Ky. Talented in both the ministry and
results in more enthusiasm for readsinging abilities.
ing and helps children overcome
.
reading difficulties."
Pastor?
James
H.
Cain
The sessions will begin on Oct. 2,
For more information,
and will continue on Mondays and
call (502) 753-5757 or (502) 759-1602
Wednesdays through Dec. 4. Sessions run from 3:30 p.m. to 4:20

Camon Edward Baker

Fall reading program
planned for children

You Are Invited!

ahlese!

guaranteed training with the
Navy. But Thomas said opportunities in Washington were too
great to pass up, and he still
plans on working in aviation after
his tour with the Ceremonial
Guard is completed.
"My goal is to finish at least an
associates degree, finish an aviation "A" school (technical training), and travel and see lots of
places with my squadron," Thomas said. "That's the whole reason I joined the Navy," he added,
"for job experience, adventure
and fun."
Performing precise military
drills for high-level officials and
visiting dignitaries was the last
thing Thomas thought he'd be
doing while in the Navy. And
while currently doesn't plan on
making the Navy a career, he
feels comfortable with his decision to join.
"The Navy is like a large family where everyone takes care of
each other," Thomas said. "It can
be fun as well as demanding."
After a long pause he added, "I
guess that's like everything in
life, though. It's only what you
p—ike of it."

I

The Campus Connection Volunteer Center, a division of
American Humanics, is searching
for volunteers among Murray
State University students, faculty
and staff.
The Family Resource Center's
Community Resource Fair is
Saturday, Sept. 28. Volunteers
are needed to sort clothes during
the two weeks before the fair and
to help at the fair.
The Kentuckianna Girl Scouts
are looking for volunteers to
assist with weekly troop activities
throughout the year.
The MSU Tutoring Program
needs tutors in every subject,
especially English and math.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital needs volunteers to meet
and greet new patients.
If you are interested in volunteering for any of these organizations or want more information
about volunteer opportunities this
semester in the Murray community, call Shannon Hall at 762-6117
or 762-3808.

Federal State Market News Service Sept. II, 1994
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Starke( Reiort Includes 2
Buying Stations Receipts: Act. IN FA. RI Barrows A
Gilts .51 lower Sows steady
US 1.3 1.34-249 Itse.-_-------.350.541 • 51.04
LS 1.1 215.234
- 49.58
US 3-4 260-234
54-541
US 1.2 201-215 lbs._
314.54 - 4238
Sows
US 1.2 270-354 lbs.344.011 • 41.40
IS 1.3 309-459 Ibs._
$44.58 • 42.14
US 1.3 459-525 lbs----------- 44.04
US 1-3 525 & up 1b6
344.84 • 51.04
US 2-3 344-508 lbs.-_......S30.0. 48.84
loan 333.54-10.00

UPC price unchisnopad

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

HILLJARD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is You.
110WI I rpm by • Mr.*,'YS( on.j Sler

Don't be fooled by imitations...
buy the best!
Great Price! Great Selection! Great Tires!
FREE COMPUTER BALANCING
Open Mon Fn

CoOpDer

7 5 Sat

7 Noon

WARE
HOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

TIRES

WE WILL BEAT ANYBODY'S PRICE
Worry Free Service

Since 1949

rt

FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS
Financing Available

Lease Tanks Available: There is also a limited number of
lease tanks available for qualified customers.

Lake Region Propane Gas
Hwy. 80 E., 31 Small Lane
Hardin, Kentucky
Call 753-8011

0

•

Revitalize the Air in
Your Home or Office

self-sgeravle

ADDITIONAL SERVICES
I• Oil

Changes • Filters • Lubes • Brake Work • Tuneups
• Starters & Alternators • Winterize • Air Conditioners
• Hoses • New and Used Tires

- Full and Self Serve Gas -

If your air show s any of the above symptoms, you
need Living Air. Call your Independent Livini Air
Distributor now for details on a free trial.
PARKER FRENCH

J.C. Penney
• 14
Peopies
22 B 23 A
Ford
31 • % Quaker Oats
• 1/4
0
60 General FAectric ............13% . % Schering-Ploug
h
• 1/4
t;eneral Motors.............471/1 • %
Goodrich....-.-.--.-.-...-.- 39 - 14
• 1/4
Goody ear
Is •01. Time Warner......._........ 34% tuK
I B
11n. % UST.
29% roc
Ingemoll Rand .....
14 Wal-Mart.
.2634 • '4
*1-1811ard I yens nu mils640 revises in nes Block.

Regular Unleaded
Gas

LIVING AIR
XL-15

•Pet Odors
•Dust
•Mold
'Bacteria
-Chemical Gases
•Cigar?tte Smoke
-Stale Air

Kreger
• 14
L G & E..-.-.--.---...22% • 'is
Mattel
271/s -1/s
McDoiudds
use

ATTENTION

Let the

This revolutionary air purification system is so
remarkable it must be seen to be believed. Just plug
it in, it's portable, and watch what happens to:

Prices as of 9 a.m.

HOG MARKET

Everyone Welcome

Volunteers
are needed

Duo Jam bd. Avg_ 577.93 • 9.23
DJ I A Previous Close --.5727.I II
Prodeds----.--.- WI.use
Air.
A T&
5314 •'4
Bell South
- '4
Briggs & Strattoa...._.. 44% • II.
Bristol Myers Squibb ._91)/4 • %
z, CRT Corp. Ky.'.-..21 B Wls A
Chrysier.....-.---.-.-.....27/
3
4 • '4
Dean Foods..-.--.-.-..._2634 • 'Is

492-8603

A

WEST MAIN CITGOW.
CITGO ,

1417 West Main

Murray, KY

753-2593
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WEDNESDAY

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

SEPTEMBER 11

1996

•

CLASSIFIED

2'0

t.
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES
PiwIQY Asti

•

$6.00 Column Inch
40% Discount 2nd Run.
60% Dacount 3rd Sun
(At J Aras We Run *Ina 6 Day Paled)
$200 per column inch *she for
Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

"ss.• ,

•

.r

Reader Adl
• t

.
CAO
ANNOUNCEMENIS
i.egOr NO'iC

020
:25

304 per word, $600 minimum 040
lit day.6re pee word por cloy for
050
60Ch additional consecutive
day. $200 extra tOr Shopper
(Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide) $200 extra for 190
blind box ads
370
390
XautlgiciL222Leposi 400
A $2.00 Pee will tie required to mak•
any changes to od offer deodline. 550

't•"
t

TO PLACE

•

n20

Notice
Personals
Cord of Thanks
Mernotre
Lost & Found
FARMERS MARSH
Form EquiDrnenI
UvestOcir & %Deltas
Poultry & Supplies
Plot:axe
Food & Seea

IRANSPORTA DON
470
sac
485
490
495
500
510
520

Motorcycles
Auto Servrces
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
USed Trucks
Campers
Boots & Motors

120
130
140
150
155
160
1a
170
180
195
2CC•1
210
220
240
260
380

MERCHANDISE
Computers
For Sore or Pacte
Wont To Buy
Articles For Sore
APO:lances
Home Fl..V.Vinir-V1
ArtInosjes
Vocuunn C eoners
Seveng Machines
Heavy ECiabrnent
Sports Eq4Ornen'
Firewood
Music ol
Misceironeor.ss
1 V & Radio
Pen & Supplies

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6%
INTEREST
Guaranteed 5 years

Lost or Stolen?
Hazel and Murray Area
Reclines 2300 Handheld
Blower
Red & Black
$ REWARD $
Safari Lawnoar•
759-2259
MUMS Pre-Season Sale. U
dig or potted. 15 Varieties
to choose from. 2 Miles S.
Old Murray Paris Rd
753-2171, 753-1078

Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal

Bottled Willpower!

McConnell

Lose On
up to s)V Lbs.

Insurance
Murray, KY

753-4199
•

ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 7536981

30 Day Money
Back GuaranteeI
Natural, Doctor
Recommended

HOUSE of Clothes, now MURRAY Sewing Center
open Mon Sat,9 to 5, Sun 1 Machine quilting, $31 50 in
to 5 Nice consignment clo- cluding batting 753 5323
thing $1 00 Buys rnens,
women, children jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
Ladies prescription
dresses 13 Miles from
glasses have been
Call
Murray on Hwy 464
480-2243 or 753-6981
left at the Murray
Ledger office.

* $4,000 REWARD *
For information leading to the return of:

MILLER BIG 40 WELDER
Serial Number KC281160
and the conviction of person or persons responsible for the theft of said
welder.

J.R. HAYES CONSTRUCTION
CO., INC.
(901)642-4707
Paris, Tennessee

Telephone Sales & Service
Phone Jacks Installed'
Ea. Additional Jack
VODAV1 Sales & Service
\.,.,4, ...., ti,
,,,i 1•;,,,;11,— vhoii, sio!,

L..
:::

LOST!
—Friendly—

DOG
Female, answers to
"Shyna'. White with
black spots. She
has a big black spot
on her right eye.
She is a Small dog,
app. 20 pounds.
If found, please

call 759-5095
Child's pet!
Please leave message
Thank You.
(Missing from
Canterbury area)
(8-19-96)

502-251-2800

CLASSIFIED

MURRAY
TELEPHONE
ELECTRONICS pi'%

rad.

753-7567
Bedding

nit"cv

Wiggins Furniture
(Since 1)5til
11‘‘). 641 N. - Across from
Ntemorial Gardens

753-4566
op,,,

Mon -Sat. 9 ri m. to 5 pill.
Free Deli% erS and Financing ,%taiksble
It hcrc eurditY Ditesn's Carry ,1 //Os Prir •
NNtill ()ay tiat tax.
11riition this

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 65!,
according to Federal Law, they are all guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1. Price 2. Company stability. 3. Service
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated'
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year We have
been serving West Ky. for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll fres:
1-800-455-4199

Master Card

270
365
420
430
4.35
440
450
460

REAL ISIAIE SAM
MoOti• Homes For Sole
For Sole or Lease
some Loons
Rear Erale
Cake Pr000(',,
Lots Fo, SO e
,ci,frns For Sae
Homes For So

410
540
560
5.70

MISCELLANEOUS
Putpec So e
Fix frocie
Pres ColumWontea

120
Note*

100% investment
grade assets,

,

230
250
290
530

InSurCirica
Ertiominating
Business Siervicias
Heohng & Cookng
Services Offered

Hits
Vissiori

Notice

100% reinsured'

••

11.22133233=11111Moore Homes for Pent
280
285 MOOtl• HO'n•(.01 fOr Pent
&Amass Rentals
300
Wont To Pent
310
Apartments For Rent
320
330
Rooms For Rent
340
Houses For Rent
340
For Rent or Lease

Ski/VICES

020

Monthly income
available'

i•

070
090
100
110

EMPLOYMENI
Help Wonted
Domestic & Chlicsc ore
Seuonon Worsted
Bost/less OPOrtxtJnoV
tristruCtiOn

753-1916

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
FOR BUILDING AND
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE. Facilities Management Position to begin
November 19943 Qualifications Bachelor's degree
required with six (6) years
of progressive experience
in the supervision of building and equipment maintenance employees and ability to obtain a commercial
driver's license, experience
in a college or: university
setting a plus. A combination of experience and formal education necessary to
direct the activities of the
foremen responsible for the
various disciplines of building and equipment maintenance in the operation,
maintenance, repthr, construction, and renovation of
the university facilities arid
campus Ability to plan, develop, and implement new
methods and procedures
designed to improve operation, minimize operating
costs, and effect greater
utilization of materials and
labor Responsibilities. Directs and coordinates acbvroes of employees in building and equipment maintenance including building
trades, painting, plumbing,
electrical, elevators, environmental systems, and
central heating and cooling;
assists in budget development, responsible for
budget control, prepares
specifications as needed;
follows proper accounting
procedures; supervises
work control and scheduling: directs map-..nd minor
renovation projects: develops methods for improving
trades operations, communicates with and receives
inquiries from the campus
community regarding work
requests, delays, repair,
maintenance, preventive
and general maintenance
Application Deadline September 30.1996 To Apply'
Send letter of application,
current resume with salary
history, and names, addresses, and telephone
numbers of three proles,
sional references to
Px G Dewey Yeatts. Director, Department for Facilities Management, Murray
State University, PO Box 9,
Murray. KY 42071-0009
An EEO, trA.,FID, AA
employer
ATLAS Transmission now
hiring experienced transmission builder Apply in
person, 400 N 4th St, Murray KY or call 759-5000
ask for Paul
BOOKKEEPER/ secretary
for local decorating business Must be prohaent in
bookkeeping typing
must have some computer
knowledge Also assist in
store when needed Apply
at Black's Decorating Center, 701 So 4th St Murray,
KY
CHILD care workers
needed Full time intone
toddler, part time preschool and substitute positions Must be over 18 and
able to work full day schedule Call PLAY Academy.
762 0090

FRUSTRATED? Tired of
paying for someone else s
dreams? Tired of being
passed up/ Start paying for
your own dreams now! Call
502-442-3075 ask for
Melesa
GROWING office products
company needs service
technician. Experience a
plus Must have electronics
and mechanical background. Send resume to
P.O.Box 938, Benton, KY
42025.
HOSTESS, waitress, cook,
prep-cook. Apply in person,
9am-1 lam or 2pm-4pm,
Mon-Sat, H.R.H Dumplin's,
305 So, 12th St. Murray,
KY.

CHAUFFEUR- Limousine
Male/ Female trainees
Good
wages
502-329-0319
HELP WANTED: Earn
up to $500 per week
assembling products at
horns. No experience.
1-504-646-1700
INFO
DEPT. KY-2021.

IMMEDIATE positions
open for warehouse work.
Mon-Fri, 7am-4pm. Call
H T Marketing. 753-3735.
LOOKING to find, 2-3 individuals. Professional. Business minded. For Murray
expansion of west coast
Call
company.
800-574-3075 ask for
Monica.

COMMISSION salesperson for growing direct mail
company. Sales experience required. Only those
of strong character and
high morals need apply.
Earn $30,000-$40,000 tore
job well done. Send resume
and/or letter of application
to Automated Direct Mail,
312 Main St, Murray, KY
42071.

MAINTENANCE
WORKER II, Murray State
University. Forty hours per
week with benefits. High
school graduate or equivalent with two years combined experience in general maintenance and
supervising others required. Must be knowledgeable in the use of
hand and power tools and
possess the ability to plan
schedules for work, memory for oral and written directions, and knowledge of
safe working practices
Valid driver's license required. Salary $6.19 per
hour. Apply at: Human Resources, Sparks Hall, Murray State University, PO
Box 9, Murray, KY
42071-0009. An EEO, M/F/
D, AA employer.

COMPUTER Users
Needed Work own hours
520k to $50 k/yr
1-800-348-7186 x 486
DAY shift help wanted.
Apply at Dutch Essenhaus
Cafeteria. 753-2334.
TR:
DRIVERS
STRAIGHT TAU(... That's
what you'll hear from us!
Jolift Transportation has a
lot to otter!! Call us at
1-800-873-5653 (Mon
Barn-Sat noon).
EARN extra cash for the
Holiday! Enthusiastic people needed to distribute
samples and promote sales
in local grocery stores
Work flexible weekend
schedule No experience
necessary
1-800-747-9582 ext 161

PART time secretary/ as
sistant for insurance office
Flexible hours, computer
skills required Send re
sume to P 0 Box 1040 T
Murray, Ky 42071
PART time manager
needed for apt complex in
Murray Resume to 1315
Sharon Grove Rd. Elkton,
KY 42220 Equal Employment Opportunity
Is-an-Time & Full-Time
DELI HELP
NEEDED
Apply in person at
Owen's Food
Market

POSTAL JOBS. Start
$12.06/hr. For exam and
application info call
219-769-8301 ext KY 535.
Sam-8pm, Sun-Fri.
PRODUCTION Personnel
Day shift Benefits after
probation period, production pay. Apply in person,
Mid-America Homes, Inc.,
Highway 641 by-pass, Benton, KY. 502-527-5006
Mid-America Homes, Inc.,
is an equal opportunity
employer.

Immediate Openings For
Mold Makers, Machinist,
CAD Operators, CAM Operators.
Apply At Or
Send Resume To:

Pioneer Mold &
Engineering, Inc.
123 Plonssr Industrie lane
P.O. Box 556
lAsylisid, KY 42066
(Excellent wages and benefit package)

ROUTE delivery driver, full
NOW hiring Mature and time, no lay off. Insurance
professional non-student to furnished on driver. Paid
work full or part time front national holidays. Send redesk Must be able to sume to P 0.Box 528, Murhandle group reservations ray, KY 42071.
and banquet bookings. TRAVEL Agent full or part
EXPERIENCED tobacco Limited computer skills time for Murray location
cutters needed Call Must have good people Reservation experience
skills. Experience pre- preferred. Apply in person.
435-4424
ferred. Apply in person at Destinations Unlimited,
EXPERIENCED carpen- Best Western Racer Inn of 105 W. 11th St. Benton
ters needed 753-4444
Murray.
or
5 2 7 - 2 7 78
800-231-6482.
REIMBURSEMENT COORDINATOR
Columbia PineLake Regional Hospital in Mayfield. Ky, has an immediate full time opening for a
Reimbursement Coordinator in our Medical Offices. Previous doctors office experience is required. Must know and understand CPT and ICD-9
coding terms. This position requires strong math
skills. We offer competitive compensation and
benefits package. All applicants apply at the
Department for Employment Services at 319 South
7th Si., Mayfield. EEO/M/F/I-I/V.

I

PineLake
Hospital

WAITRESS wanted days
only Apply in person before 3pm Hungry Bear
Restaurant.
WANTED: Brick mason,
preferably retired with cutter. Small jobs. Call
436-6051.
070
Domestic
& Childcare
CAROL'S Custom Cleaning Home and office services. Reasonable rates
Bonded, reliable For more
information please call,
753-9351 ask for Carol
CHILD care service offered Call Nancy or Kann,
753-3193 References
available

Hospital, a leader in
nmtvding quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee. announces
the following lob openings
MUrray-COHOWCy Counts'

INFORMATION SYSTEMS LEAD PROGRAMMER/ANALYST: Full-time position requires a 2
year degree from an accredited college in the field
of Information Systems or Computer Science A 4
year degree is preferred 2 to 3 years previous
experience in health care programming preferred
Knowledge of the digital VMS operating system on
a VAX platform or other multi-user operating
systems preferred Knowledge of PC based
systems, PC hardware, communication software
and commercial software packages required
Knowledge of electronic claims billing preferred
CHILD CARE TEACHER:
Part time and PRN positions, days & evenings,
high school education required Expenence with
pre school children preferred
or details contact
Per•rifirrel Ih•pt
(302)742-1106
,11.1 I/11110,1011111,
1111.1~1

MURRAY
CALLMAY
COUNT''
HOSPITAL

*Li Poplar Street • Murray. Kentucky 421171

FOR sale Refrigerator,
stove, TV, speaker, couch,
chair, dining table & chairs
Veiny small items, beds,
microwave & weights.
Fri./30th ill Sept 15 1210
Main St
HOUSE trailer & 4x4 truck
for sale 753-6544

HOME and office cleaning
New construction daily
weekly, special cleaning
References Ph Valerie
759 5021

MURRAY riding fflOw0f
14 Shp,42" deck, hydrostatic trans Used 1 summer,
$800 489 2973

kebon
Wanted
CARPENTER seeks full
time employment in
Murray( Western Ky area
6yrs experience & ref Call
after 4 30 753-2829
100
Rusin's.
Opportunity
$U REALIZE your poten-aal Exciting opportunity in
Swiss Skin Care Products
615-242-5984

2 OR
central
limits 7
300

Firewood

STRAW for sale $1 75 per
bale Ph 489-2436, if no
answer leave message

A-FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

2 LARG
for rent
33x50
head
heat P
car de
$200/m
Allison
753 880
48FTx4
Insula
& out,
406 Su
Carlos
corattng
753-083
•DOWNT
fice s
Square
utilities
NORTH
presentf
able
753.753
OFFICE
Walnut
753-830

Av.
Ste
Mini
3 siz
from
Stella
Hwy.

Say

75:

7111111111111111

Say

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS

In The Classifieds
.,1177TZTTITILITr

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNMES
ENHANCED WAGE PROGRAM!!!
BENEFIT PACKAGE!!!

FOR sale. 2 lots in Murray
Memorial Gardens Owner
had to move out of state If
interested
call
206-566-0164 ask for
Mary

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable Call
Linda 759-9553

090

280

210

220
USED furniture & apFor See
pliances Washer, dryers,
Or Trod*
Waked
ref, ranges air coed, TV's
COMMERCIAL type forklift Wood chairs, chest, dressin good condition 31FT ers, desk lamps student BALDWIN Electronic
Airstream Excella camper desk George Hodge 806 Grand Piano, MIDI capable Full size keyboard
trailer, 1 owner 1988 Coldwater Rd
Never needs tuning, excelmodel Aspencade,
1Fro
lent condition. $1000
1500CC, loaded, nice with
Home
753-5778
2 helmets Call after 5pm
Furnishings
753-3672
270
GREAT sofa $195 MatchMobile
lte
ing table lamps $50
Homes For Sale
753-3964
Ward
To Ray
KENMORE stackable 14x70, 2BR 2 bath, fire
ANTIQUES by the piece or washer & dryer. Dining place, central h/a Must be
collections 753-9433 day room table & 4 chairs w/ moved, $6000 obo
country hutch. Queensize 345-2742
or night
waterbed suite. 489-6133.
1980, 14x70 FAIRMONT,
ANTIQUES Entire estates
or 1 piece Call Larry Elkins KING sized waterbed, large kitchen & den, 2br, 1
492-8646 days, 753-1418 heated, soft sides, fully bath 4 Miles south of Murbaffled, $125 753-6513
ray Possible land lease
evenings
Great condition, $9500
CASH for GI JOE toys, old LOVESEAT, foot stooks, 2 Home 362-7992, work
chairs All matching pieces
or new. 753-7185
395-7922 ask for Shane
759-9570
CASH paid for good, used
1983 FLEETWOOD,
rifles, shotguns, and pis- OAK dining room suit, 14x60, 2br, 1
bath on rental
tols. Benson Sporting pedestal table, seats 6 lot, 5 miles north of
Murray
Goods, 519 S. 12th, Matching china cabinet, All appliances,
$9000 Call
3yrs
old,
$750.
489-2973
Murray
753-8634
PORTABLE welder, QUEEN size waterbed with 1985 LASER, 14x70, 2br, 2
200arnp or larger Tandem Sealy flotation system with baths, central hei, located
accessories & frame, $100
flat trailer, 14-20k long
between Murray & Mayfield
901-584-6288, or firm. 901-642-1549
on Calloway County line
901-642-0475
road, east 2% mites Re190
duced from $12,000 to
WE buy Army Surplus
Farm
$10,000 Must be moved
759-4490
EF190Ploot
753-6000
1976
CHEVY
truck,
65
Se150
3BR, 14 bath, mobile
ries, 5sp/2sp, 366 engine home on good lot. Wilson
Midas
xi/A:lump
bed.
Wagons
&
For Sale
Realty, 753-5086
grain-o-vator. 437-4666
cent h/a,
6x10x6 high enclosed utility 860 FORD, low hrs, live 38R, 2 bath,
trailer, $850 obo. PTO. 52 Ford 8N, 12 treated wood deck & steps.
16x80, Like new Fleet759-9932
speed. 753-6943
wood. Could arrange fiAIR Fresheners Commernancing to qualified buyer.
cial quality now available
Call 759-4117.
for homes, starting at $6 50
96 ATLANTIC mobile
per month Save on potpoun and candles Call BI-4B Firearms has moved home. Loaded, 3 bedroom,
Shawnee Air Systems, to town, 767-9744. Pistols, 2 bath. am/fm cass radio
built-in, all wood cabinets
502-753-9094
nfles, shotguns, hunting and tiled trim Real nice
AMANA room air condi- supplies.
753-1186.
tioner & heat pump, GUNS, buy, sell trade
COMPLETELY remodeled
220/volt, 18,00067U, 436-5650
14x65, 2br, 2 full baths, set
$325. Leaded glass hanging lamp, 5100. 759-1600 SKI MACHINE Call after 6, up on rented lot, $8750
753-6012
ask for Mike, 436-2983 759-9839
Saturdays

LIKE new, commercial
3-part stainless steel sink
viedramboards & faucets,
$450 Call 492 6111 be
tween 10 00 5 30

I Will sit with the elderly
Call 753-4590 for
information

• Deadlines we 2 dot',
as octraricsi

•

DEER HUNTER'S SPECIAL. Deer Chow, Deer
Blocks, Deer Co-Cain,
Stump Likker, automatic
feeders, etc" Come see full
line at Farmers Farrnacy,
Dixieland Center
759-2248.

Of PUS

perienc
prob4
specael
able
Needing
ment
deliver
come
(or 211
den,
901 58
this ad
I st ho

filon.-Ft 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday Closed

Articles
For Sale

USED computers, bought
and sold 767-08.58
130

OFFICE HOURS-

ISO
Computers

CARPET installers
needed Western Kentucky
location 2 or more years
experience installing residential carpet and vinyl
Tools furnished Benefits
and bonus program Apply
in person at Mid-America
Homes or send resume to
Department E, P 0 Box
490, Benton, KY 42025
Equal Opportunity
Employer

ADAM=
Advertisers ore requeded bo
check the lint inseghon of
their ads for any error. Wordy
Lodger & Ikea will be responsibie tor only one 'marred Insertion. My wrot
sttosid be reported Immediately PCS COWIN:Sons can be
mode.

CLOSE
SAVE
Huge d
models
"V i tt

NICE car dolly, $600 Cal
753 2905 or 753-7536
NO Payment, No Interest
until Jan of 1997 Or low
interest rates on all Cub
Cadet lawn & garden tractors Lambe Small Engine,
Industrial Rd 753-2925
POWERLINE lawn tractor,
121'ip Briggs IC engine, 39"
cut Good condition, low
hours, $600 Home
362-7992, work 395-7922
ask for Shane

PROFIT SHARING!!
Jakel, Incorporated is rapidly expanding its work
force in Murray, KY. in conjunction with this effort
we have implemented a brand new wage program for production workers that rewards performance and service. If you are interested in
earning a competitive wage, working four days a
week (overtime possible) receiving paid vacations and holidays, participating in the company's growth and profitability, and possessing
one of the finest health insurance plans around,
then you owe it to yourself to check us out. You
can do so by applying in person at:
Jakel, Incorporated
700 N. 4th Street
Murray, KY 42071
EOE

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE

Acordia of Louisville, a leading broker in the insurance industry, is seeking an Account Executive to
sell employee benefits and related products in the
Paducah area. Successful candidates will possess:
*Current Kentucky health and life license
*Minimum 5 years experience selling employee benefits or related products in an independent agency
system
*Working knowledge of personal computers
*Excellent communication, interpersonal and organization skills
*Strong self-motivational skills
•Must be team-oriented
.Current brokers with business will be
considered
We offer a very competitive compensation, bonus
and benefit package. For consideration, please send
resume to:

•

ii
Ii

QS24ordia.

SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length
Cover's 36 inches many
colors Economy Metal &
Supply Co 489-2722

ofLouisville
1901 Campus Place
Louisville, KY 40299
Attn: Human Resources-AE

STOVE, mktg. washer &
dryer 436-5676

F pie Opportunny Employs'

•

•

•
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

320

270
MMus
Homes For Sale

Pubis
Sale

CLOSE OUT SALE N
SAVE THOUSANDS,
Huge discounts on al 1996
models New 1997s &rev
ing I ft you're Tired of renting
or pushy salespeople Experiencing some Credit
problems Wanting that
special Nome with afford
able monthly payments
Needing a low down pay
men( cah&a. appliances
(lathered & set up Call or
come by Best Horne Can
ler 211W Main St. Cam
den
TN
38320
901 584 2009 Mention
thla ad & We II make your
ist house payment tor you"
280
Mob's
Homes Fat Rsal
2 OR 38R, gas or electric,
central h/a Edge of city
limits 753 5209
300
&mimes
Rentals
2 LARGE storage buildings
tor rent in town 492-6175
33x50 SHOP, 12t1 overhead door & reg door, gas
heat Perfect of workshop,
car dean up or storage,
$200/mo Located behind
Allison photography Call
753 8809
48FTx4Ott Metal building
Insulated new paint inside
& out, gas heat Located
406 Sunbury Circle See
Carlos Black at Blacks Decorating Center or call,
753 0839 or 436-2935
DOWNTOWN upstairs office space on Court
Square Rent $95 Includes
utilities 753-1266
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units avail
able
753 2905 or
753 7536
OFFICE space for lease
Walnut Plaza 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753 9621

1.2 380 apes Furnished
very mos near MSU No
pets
7 53 1 25 2
days 753-0606 saw Spin
IFiR ktrushed.
WON
included Pasture & barn
space available No pets
435-4236

Grocery
121 North

on

753-7443

Say

4BR, 2 bath in town No
pets 492-6175
360

1BR, low utilities, reference
& deposit required No
pets $225/mo 753 3949
1 OR 2br apts near down
awn Murray 7514109
38F1 duplex oentral gas
heat 1808 Monroe
$4001mo Deposit & lease
CM 753 9621
EXTRA nice duplex, 2br. 1
bath washer dryer. dishwasher Central h/a, deck,
garage No pets Lease &
deposit required
753-5719
HAZEL Apartments, Hazel.
KY now taking applications
You must be 62, handicapped, or disabled Rent
based on income Handcapped accessible Equal
Housing Opportunity
TON/ 1-800-247-2510
527-8674 or 492-8721

Fer Reel
Or Loses
CREE K VIE W See storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $4Cvmo 750-4081

Garage
Sale

370
Livestock
85,pilse
AQHA Palomino, 153
hands, 5yrs Gentle, broke
western pleasure $2900
753 2493

Did you miss It?
Last One!
Thurs. & Fri.
94W at Robertson Rd,
8
Children's new clothes boys pants 9-14, new
items added, 2 quilt
tops,2 new light fixtures,
silverware, 9 yd fabric $10

3-Party
Carport Sale
1513 Johnson Blvd.
(between Meadow Ln
& So 16th)
Thursday & Friday
7 a.m.-7
items galore. dishes, gas
ses. clothes (var sizes).
furniture, jewelry, maybe
some antiques and lots of
Nvhateverr

NEW in country, lbr eth SIBERIAN Husky, AKC reciency,$270/mo plus depo- gistered male, 1yr old,
sit No pets Completely $100 489-2973
furnished 436-2722, 8-6

BUNNY, chickens $3/ea,
$5/pr also brown eggs,
$1/dz Call 436-5974

380
Houses
For R•fll

Garage Sale
Hwy. 121 N., third
house on right before
the Calloway-Graves
Co. lint, 2 story brick.
502-489-2715

•110
2BR, 1 bath, central h/a,
appliances furnished Also
2-3br duplex Coleman RE
753-9898

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS

Public
Sale

4-Party
Garage Sale

In The Classifieds

Thurs.,Fri. & Sat.
women & men's clothing,
flower arrangmens, pictures. rugs. furniture,
wicker, stair stepper, dishes. tools & much more

94 E to 280, pass Miller
Golf Course, 2nd Rd.
on right (Wright Rd.),
2nd house on left (1
Mile)

* NOW OPEN *
AAA Mini

Thurs., Fri. & Sat.

Yard Sale

dishes, pots & pans,
washer, dryer, stove,
bike, glassware, lots of
everything, baby clothes

Storage

83 Nottingham Ln.,
turn off of Wiswell Rd.
at Gibb Store Rd and
follow signs

Friday & Saturday
September 13 & 14
7:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

Located Behind Shoney's
On Duiguid Drive

753-8359 or 759-9854

CLASSIFIED

/Now OPEN!!!\

Thurs. thru Sat
8 a.m.-?
Clayton Drive
(A.B. Lassiter Rd.)
Off 94 East
Camper top, gas
stove, tools, new &
used furniture, household, misc., clothes.

Just South off Hwy. 121 In Farmington
Behind Farmington Square Apts.
5' x 8'
10' x 10'
10' x 20' (accommodates cars and boats)

Call

-

$25 mo
$39 mo
$49 no

24 hour access

762-4483 between 8 a.m. and
345-2748 after 5 p.m.

Moving Sale-all kinds of
items, furniture, clothes,
books, kitchen items,
tools, etc

4-Party
Yard Sale

Farmington Mini-Storage
Insulated ceiling

From Murray take 94
West, left on 783
South (on Crossland
Rd.),
third
house on let
Thurs. 912 thru Sun. 915
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Daily
New items each day.

Garage Sale

LUXURY apt for rent Large days 492-8580 nights
2br, 2 bath on Hwy 68
between Jonathan Creek ROTTWEILER pups for
and Aix= Close to lake sale Shots & wormed
Call 474-2774 or 354 8824 753-8490

4 p.m.
430

Free Prizes For First 20 Renters!!

A

Estate Auction
Thursday, Sept. 12, 1996-5 p.m.
-regardless of weather-

C

Selling personal property from the estate of
J.C. Dunn
Very nice householdfurnishings plus lawn & garden tools
Household Items: 3 piece bedroom suite, maple bed with dresser & chest,
recliner, small walnut showcase, wall clocks, anniversary clocks, RCA
color television, table and flocs- lamps,flea nc typewnter, sofa, chneue set.
Kennedy type rocker, old Gone With the Wind style lamp, 8
)place setting
Kayson china, Iota of nice kitchen ilems, Kenmore upnght freezer, and
ref ngerator
Shop & Lawn Items: like new Wheel I lorse riding mower w/snow blade,
12 I1P 8 speed Kohler engine, LawnBoy 5 IW rot,' tiller v./reversible
handles for easy handling-used only 2 hours, Black & Decker bit sharpener,
Black & Decker electric nailer, Black & Decker drill, socket set, tool box,
battery charger, ladders, shotgun shell reloader, 4" bench vise, our impact
wrench, C clamps, old hand tools, air compressor w/painting attachments,
Skil saw, chain saw, weedeater,lawn vacuum system, gas barbecue gnI1 w/
extra tank, power Tower, and lots of bins full of hardware
Terms: Cash day of Sale

FARRIS AUCTION

W. Dan Farris - CA1 Auctioneer

Richard Farrii - Xssociate

"The Sound of Selling"
P.O. Box 149 Hazel, KY
isepsimek /se

(502) 492-W796

Assocoesom* do, el xi *as reran. •Mrd

"
1 4"
1,
111", •• .•

FOR Sale 6+ Acres of
prime building land Some
woods corner lot road
frontage from two sides
North of Murray on Wrather
Road, $25,500 Call
901-644-7587
HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218

308 North 18th Street
Murray, Kentucky

pw..4••••••rint

3 HUGE owner loft on Pre
ston Heights, 500 feet from
city knets All underground
city u•Itteas 753 2339

4717 POOf Farm Rd.
(west end of road)
Sept. 12 & 13
10 speed 20 inch bike,
exercise bench, clothes,
new tee shorts sweatshirts new watches
misc
753-7785

Fat Sale
Or Lease
TOBACCO barn 32x52 a
Coldwater 502 489 2116
leave message

Used
Cam

Garage
Sale

16s

380
HILLDALE Apes now taking
Pets
appecaeons for 1,2. & 3br
& Supplies
apte Handicap accessible
Apply at Hilldaie Apts office AKC Registered Shelties
Monday Friday 7 30-3 30 (miniature Collies) Ready
Equal Housing Opportun- in 2 weeks Papers & first
ity 437-4113 TDD baby shot Parents on prop1-800-5.45-1833 X287
erty 901 644 1716 Paris
KENTUCKY Lake, Lake- DOG obedience classes or
land Weedy Village, 1 br private Serving Murray 14
apartment, utilities in- years 436 2858
duced, rent based on in
come 62 & older, or handi- MINIATURE Greyhounds
cap & disabled Equal 436-2953
Housing Opportunity
REGISTERED Border Col502-354-8888
lie pups for sale 492-6644

3 sizes to choose
from Located behind

Stella

28R house
Lynn Grove
Fielrig stove red turn'shed Will be available
September 15th Call
435-4569

ROOMMATE wanted,
$375/mo Call for interview
767-0951

Available Now
Stella Storage
Mini Warehouses

Hwy

/3

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11. 1996

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling contact one of COW courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

CLOSE to Lake 12x60,
2br, 1'4 bath Mobile home
on 4 large wooded lots
Approx 1'4 acres. w/CHA
All utilities, 12x22 room ad
dition under construction,
storage building '4 Mile to
boat ramp in Keniana Lake
Shore Heights 131513,500
buys it 502-436 5719 if no
answer leave message No
Realtors please

BEAUTIFUL fl(+ ) writ
building sae in Rock House
Esteems northwest of Mur
ray with new pond and
dock, $22,500 436 5056
MURRAY Estams Sterling
at $18,000 Great location
for now & the future
50 2 - 4 35 4 48 7 ,
904-673-0040
SOUTH of Murray in Green
Plains Subdivision Nice 'a
acre building lots with
prices beginning at $7,000/
single or $12 500 for 2 lots
Municipal water, subdivision restricbons Contact
Kopperud 753-1222

NEW 2 teary 4br 2's
baths Open foyer col
wens
Soots etc etc
City subdivision Reedy to
eel 759-2571 4354013
435-4040
LOCATED approximalely 5
miles from beautiful Ky
Lake tucked away just off
Hwy 94 in envoi, setting
This 4bt 2's bath home
bull in 114 features over
290(sq ft of mem 2 5 Acres
with additional acreage
available Home features
large custom kitchen, sepa
ram Irving room) den, feepiece large master area
Contact Rich at Kopperud
Realty 753-1222 for additional information concern
mg MLS53000582

NEAR completion 16004,q
ft home in Preston Heights
3EIR 2 bath 2 car garage
450
nice kitchen with oak ca
Foss
binets breakfast area, oak
For Sets
floor in dining room Great
ACREAGE for sale 1-A to room vehreplace master
bedroom has whirlpool tub
275-A Owner financing
Brock front. 14x 16 deck Pr502 759 4713 9arn 5pm
iced to sell Call for appointHORSE lovers dream' ment 489-2054
Shade, pond. stables &
open fields 26 Acres (. ) NEW home almost complete 3 bedroom 2 bath
$40,000 435-4537
1400 sq ft with carport,
located in East Y subdivi4160
sion 753 7091
Homm
For Sale
470
10 ACRES, new custorn
home, 4.000. sq ft Walk-in
Motenyelse
closets, great location in
Graves Co Call Glenda, 1987
HONDA Rebel 450,
247-695.4 Barclay Realty
$1250 '489-2477

a•

ill HONDA Canc. bkm air
sunroof 40r automatic
teinitxx. $2100 753-1693

112 SATURN Sport coupe
reek saver, loaded, CD w
equakzer. $8750 nog cam
b•for•
10 30am
502 436 5292

vim

BRICK/ ranch style, approx
3,000sq ft, 2 car garage,
31:w, 2 full baths, Ig den with
fireplace, wiectioining sunroom Lg living/ dining
room, patio & professionaly
Landscaped 3 Miles from
Court Square on 121 So,
1 6 acre lot, fenced backyard, $142.500 Appt only
753-0261, 753-8272

1968 CHEVROLET twb
good looking truck Very
dependable $1800 obo
492 8475

1
• '•

BRICK, Southwest Marshall Co 4BR, 2 bath,
2400sq ft large deck and
carport, $85,000
502 527 9566

CLASSIFIED

FIRST time on the market
3BR. 2 bath, kitchen with
lots of cabinets & built in
desk & dining area Extra
large family room with fireplace & gas logs Sunroom
opening to deck, ceiling
tans, landscaped ti extra
lot. New natural gas heat &
air Call 753-5121
FRESH on the market This
well built 3br. 2 bath home
conveniently located near
major shopping area
tucked away just oft So
12th St in very private setting This listing features.
28x28 detached garage,
workshop, 18x28 covered
storage, patio fireplace
and over 2,000sq ft reliving
area Immediate possessoon possible Contact Rich
at Kopperud Realty,
753-1222. for your showing
of MLSit 3000738
HOUSE plus 3 acres near
lake, $55,000 Call
436-2540

1991 NISSAN Stanza,
GXE, 4-door, 70xxx miles,
power sunroof, p/s, p/b, p/
rill, red with gray interior
Retails for $8950. sacrahoe
$7800. Call 492-8488
1991 TOYOTA Celica ST
auto, air, garage kept
61xxx, black. $8900
502-527-8483
1994 DODGE Intrepid
$10,500 obo 437-4205
1994 FORD Taurus GL.
510,500 obo 4374206
1995 DODGE Intrepid
35L,loaded, sharpl Must
see Asking $14,600 obo
Work 762-3225 HI 4 30
Home 489 2882 after 530
1995 LINCOLN Town car
Champayne with maroon
leather. 31 xxx mites with
full power and options 10
Disc CD Beautiful car,
serviced every 3,000 moles
garage kept 4-36-2561

•

Inirtm

•,

• •
•

.
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.

1990 CHEVY Silverado,
ext cab, 350 eng 55xxx,
heavy duty rear bumper
w/hotch. 1 owner, $11,000
753-1319

510

•

•
•

.•
•

•
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•
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1103 West 6th Street
Fulton, KY 42042
(502) 472-2300

•, 1

Tree Service

5
4 .02-4343-57•114
1-800-5448-5.26.2

tree bin/nil/PS 1.10ENS#1.) 4 INN. NED
Trey 7r:snowy
241* SetIx e
Tree Reynosa'
Gutter Chearwv .4 Owned & Operated
.Stusup hletr•ota•
Mukh liavieng
Bl
.11.411111, Stf
Lauda-ay:no
1:501 Hauling. Eh
TIM 1. tMB
Hedge Trimming
Full Line of
-Qua I it s'
c''
Tree Spraying
Eqwpm.,r

,
ATTENTION
Contractor or Home Buildere

Cooksey's Plumbing

•

Licensed Master Plumber
Free Estimates
New Construction - Repair Water Heater Replacement

Phone 436-2667d I
mi
P
5,

ft

COMMONWEALTH
CARPET CLEANING

•

Commercial &
Residential Cleaning
& Repairs

759-5251
517

South 6th Street

Murray, KY

42071

• Driveways • Parking Lots
• Subdivisions

K.T. Paving
3554 Roosevelt Road
Dexter, KY 42036
Bill Travis
Phone (502) 474-2779

Kenney Travis, Owner
Phone (502) 759-1039
Cellular 559-8414

• .
•

•

I

•

if
• • A. •

'

.„
,• • e

,
• •.

HALEY'S
ZU919Puck
W
ia' Rental and Sales
Cars,

Custom

Vans. and Vans For Moving

'Don't Let The Name Fool You-

Phone: 753-6910

Al Al A TREE SERVICE
stump removal tree spray
ing, hedge trimming, land
scaping, mulch hauling &
mulch spreading, gutter
cieaning Licensed & insured. Full line of equip
ment, Free estimates Tim
Lamb
438-5744,
1-400-5411-5262.
A 1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spraying, serving Murray. Cello
way County since 1980
Free estimates 437 3044
or 492-8737
A & A Lawn Care, mowing
hauling tree trimming
Free Estimates Mark
Lamb 436-5791
ALL around hauling junk
clean up, cleaning out
sheds, gutters, We work
Free estimates Joe Lamb
436 2867
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp
foundatkins, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs, AGC
certified 4892214

,

.4,
,•

I

•

•
••
I

4-TA RPET & FLOC* COVERING
Doing it right the first time coats
leas than doing It over.
First °utility carpet, hardwood, tiie & vinyl

WE STAND BEHIND OUR

WORK

30 Years Experience
J,771 Knight s•••.
Instatkotion Ty, Tocr Rd Murray
Jay
Knight
.
Is
Meth Knight
r
Hwy 641 t v• Miles South of Murray to 1 f
Tom Taylor Road Right 1500 yards '
'
1

753-7728

Kn.rts I

RON HALL HEATING & COOLING
Central Heating & Cookng Service & Installation
Ouality Contractor Network Heal Pump Installer

HIM

A AMERICAN
APS STANDARD

Murray, Ky

(502) 435-4899

•

1
•'

Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

QUALITY 111

ANTIQUE refinishing, he
niture repair & custom
woodworking 753 8056

••

ra,

112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

4

U.

mb Brothers

530
Services
Offered

a

• .
0. '•

Custom Wood
Floors

1987, 28FT Riviera Cruiser
pontoon 115hp Mercury
mt.."( 1995 tandem trailer
Loaded with extras, full furniture,
$ 7 500
502-782-2700 days or
502-842-9211 nights
1995, 19 6FT Bayliner,
Mercruiser 135hp, pleasure & ski boat Binimi top,
cover & galvanized trailer,
low hours, $7900
7536733-

• I
0,,

•.5 ',/

- 27 Years of Quality Service -

Dan Grissom

•

.1. 1
II

& Wore
16FT Alumnacratt boat.
9hp Johnson motor and
trailer Runs great. $850
cash 759-1600 ask for
Mike. 436-2983 Saturdays

• •1 • ;

•

•

Bowe

1991 CHEVROLET Lumina, 1995 Timberwolf
4-wheeler, 1985 Chevrolet
Blazer 489 2794

• ••

•

1988 CHEVY truck
4-wheel drive, full size
753-2212 after 5 pm

Campers

1990 FORD Escort GT, a/c,
cruse. Olt, white, gray interior 753-2486.

'r •

502-759-9672

1985 JEEP Cherokee
good condition $3500
1973 Wagoneer good con
dition $1500 492 8325
ask for Brian

1988 NISSAN Sentra,
93xxx miles, good condi1995, 30' AIRSTREAM
tion, 5sp, $2300. Call
Cutler motor home Base759-5783
ment model with incredible
1988 WHITE Toyota Cor- storage capacity 460 Ford
olla SFt5, good condition
class 'A' chassis, 20xxx
753-5774 call alter 5pm
MII86 Every available opbon Showroom condition
1989 TRANS Am GTA,
and still under warranty.
bright red, fully loaded, 350
Must sell, $55,000
TPI Very good condition, 502-436-216
3
$8000. Home 362-7992,
work 395-7922 ask for
520
Shane
—AUTO LOANS—
Auto dealer will arrange
financing oven of you
have boon turned down
before Loans available
for no credit, had credit
and bankruptcy buyers.
Call Ron (502) 753-4961

„1

Floor Sanding & Refinishing
Instal/alum • Repair • Restoration

1983 MERCEDES diesel, 1992 W52DA B-2600 cab
135xxx miles 1985 Audi, plus Emerald green, excellent condition, 1 owner,
76xxx miles Owner financ
$9500 753 9572 after
ing 759-4118
38R, 3 bath brick, 16x16 1984 GRAND Marquis, 5P771
deck, 16x20 block building
72xxx moles all power, ex- '85 S-10, V6, auto, tinted
Fenced backyard College cellent condition, $3500 windows, chrome burn ber,
Farm Rd 753-8723, Price 753-5463
grill, wheels Runs and
reduced
looks good Must see,
1984 OLDS Cutlass, 4dr, $2500. 753-8453 or
4BR, 1 bath neat MSU on runs good, $850
759-1170.
large lot Hardwood floors, 753-2486
'89 CHEVY Silverado,
garage, $65,000
1987 DODGE Omni with 1500 Series, loaded
753-9369
new bres. Runs but nees $7000 '89 Aerostat XLT,
4BR, 2 bath beautiful older work, $400. Call 436-2387. loaded, $4300 obo
brick home with garage &
1987 DODGE Daytona, 436-5477
fireplace. 590's Coleman 5sp, moonroof,
red, 78xxx
RE, 753-9898
act, miles, extra nice, '92 FORD Ranger, ext cab,
loaded, $9200 obo
4BR, 2 bath, large lot in $3,000. 492-6152 Home, 753-5113
or 753-8555
753-4582 Work,
town. 492-6175

BEAUTIFUL Stir, 3 bath,
formal DR. large great
room with fireplace in SW
Villa Subdivision Appt
only No Realtors please!
753-6771.

.•

•

bit) rt Ail St. MINI I.•• (abut. Motor, • Mune,
A LIIY11107••• Of SOL-11U It,
, NAL I, SY'il LAO, INC

3BR, 2 bath, double garage With good credit, little
or no down payment. Will
also trade 489-2161.

1988 FORD Taurus, needs
work, $750 obo 759-5161

•

• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
• Office Furniture & EntCrtainntent Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops

'88 DODGE Minivan 71x ex
miles, excellent condition
$6,000 753-9384 after
500 753-8065 day

1992 F150 XLT, 4x4. red.
loaded, $11.500
753-8045

4BR, 2 bath brick, utility
room, central h/a, with appliances 1850sq ft living
space, 2 car garage with
paved driveway Bedrooms
large with walk in closets &
large Irving room Fenced
patio, nicely landscaped.
large lot. Kept very nice
753-0509 after 530

,

WOODWORKING

1989 ASTRO `Van but
gundy wigray & silver
stripes, 91xxx miles V6
factory custom Trans Alf
package Loaded wol cap
tems chairs gray & bur
gundy interior with oak trim
75-3-6702

2YR old home,4 miles from
town, 3br, 2 full baths, 2 car
garage large lot and lots of
extras 753-4761

1.1e1/4
C-

,•

Will Build To Your Specificatiom.'

495

1991 BLACK Nissan 4x4
truck New Ores. $7000
436-5646

490

Custom
CABINETS

'91 CAVALIER RS 2dr
maroon with gray saience
72xxx mess $5200 obo
437 4378 after 5pm

121 NORTH- Butterworth 1989 YZ 125, $850 1988
Rd, 3br, 2 bath brick, cen- Yamaha wave runner,
tral a/c, natural gas heat, $1350 435-4565 after
cable, 2 car garage, paved 5pm 742-9282 pager
drive 489-2408
DEER hunters special
1300S0 ft house, 2430 Honda 185S, 3-wheeler
shop on 2 7 acres, adjoin- new bres, large rack Just
ing 4 lane on Van Cleave serviced, great shape
Rd. $45,000 753-4525.
753- 7237

JUST completed 3br, 2 '85 PONTIAC Trans Am.
bath home 6 motes north of Mute. t-tops, power
winMurray Master bedroom dows, 305 V8, 90xxx,
has double French doors
52.000 obo 753-6465 or
Master bath has Wed whirl- leave message
pool tub Living room has
French door plus gas log '87 FORD Thunderbird
fireptace Dining room has good dean car,$1500 obo
bey windows also seperate 759-2509
breakfast nook 36ft front
'87 NISSAN Stanza, dark
porch & double garage
I Have a lake lot will trade
blue, air, adr, cruise,
Many more extras you'll
for • pontoon boat 25 or
120xxx. $2100 753-1693
ninety find in a home in this
longer, $6000 $6500
price range Low 90's Call '86 FORD Taurus. $1700
rancse 753 5690
753 2592
492 8707
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Interest indicated for card

ionises
Mend

Services
Altered

•
APPLIANCE REPAIRS CUSTOM bulldozing and
Factory trained by 3 ntepr backhoe wort. septic sys
manufacturers AN work tem. 354 8161 shim Ipm,
and pans warranted Ask Horace Shaer
tor Andy at The Appliance
CUSTOM tilling grader
Works 763-2466
blade work bushhogging
APPLIANCE REPAIRS Gerald Carroll owner
Factory trained by 3 mepor 502 492 6159
manufacturers All work
DAVID S Cleaning Seaand parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance vices 'Cleaning vinyl sid
mg homes mobile homes
Works, 7532455
boats brick driveways,
APPLIANCE REPAIR parking lots all exterior
Kenmore Wesonghouse cleaning acid cleaning
Whirlpool 30• years ex available David Borders,
BOBBY Insured, Completely Mopatience
HOPPER 436 5848
bile Phone 502 759 4734
Cellular 5028531108
ASPHALT DRIVEWAY
SEAUNG Free estimates
D.COLSON ROOFING All
753 2279
work guaranteed We we
BACKHOE Servioe ROY licensed, boner check with
HILL Septic system. drive us -before you decide
ways, hauling foundations Phone calls are free
etc 759 4664
559 3694
BACKHOE SERVICE FOUR Star Mobile Home
BRENT ALLEN septic tank parts & service Everlock
installation repair replace vinyl under pining lifetime
ment 759-1515 '
6
warranty tan, beige white
BOBS Plumbing Service grey 492 8488
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753-1134
G & E Plumbing repairs
BUSHHOGGING grader Free estimates 492 8680
blade/ box blade & frontend or 759 5613
loader work Gravel dirt.
sand etc Snow removal GUTTERS cleaned 8 re
52" Tiller for gardens paired No rob too small
Yards mowed & weeded 753-5762
Free estimates Call Gary HANDYWORK/odd jobs
753 0912 Lawrence wanted No job too small
492 8530
Just give us a call
BUSHHOGGING drive- 759-1184
ways graded gardens and
lawns robo tilled New 60 HOMETOWN Building and
inch roto tiller does a terrific Remodeling We do it all
lob Call Jonesy 437 4030 Licensed Insured to
$300,000 Fred Osborne
474-8621
CARPET CLEANING
Emergency water removal KITCHEN CABINET REExpert furniture cleaning FACING Make your old
Pet odor removal Free Es new again with Formica All
timates LEE'S 753-5827 colors, tree estimates
Wulff's Recovery, Murray.
CARPET CLEANING KY
436-5560
SPECIAL $25 00 A stan
dard size room FREE LAMB Brother Home lm
Scotchguard & deodoriz- provements, remodeling
ing 436 2654
additions, roofing, siding
free estimates 436-2269
CARPET REPAIR Does
your carpet have wrinkles'? LAMBS Painting
and ConGive me a call' Stockwell tractors No job too large or
installation & repair small Residential
437 4272
Sandblasting Spray Paint436 5 9 50 ,
CARPORTS for cars and ing
trucks Special sizes for 1 800 636 5262
motor home, boats. RVs
LAMB'S Painting and Conand etc Excellent protec
iob too large or
ticx-i high quality, excellent tractors NoResidentialvalue Roy Hill 759-4664 small
Sandblasting- Spray Paint
CLEANING- yards. barns. ing 436-5950
sheds, attics garages
Hauling Free estimates LAWNS mowed, shrubs
trimmed landscape
Luke Lamb, 436 5950
mulched All your yard
COUNTERTOPS, custom needs in one call
Homes, trailers. Vices 759 4671
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
LEE'S CARPET CLEAN436 5560
ING has served Murray for
CUSTOM BUILT wooden 25 years All new equip
decks & fencing Excellent ment cleans deep dries
workmanship Affordable fast Free Estimates
rates 753 7860
753-5827

•

•
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CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:
Custom Woodworking

711 bc•40

Alb**

Advertising Sales Representative
Full-time sales position available for a highly,
self-motivated individual_ Must have a dependable means of transportation. Excellent
benefits include health and dental insurance,
paid holidays, paid vacation, sick days and
gas allowance.
Send or drop off resume to:
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whltnell Ave., Murray, KY 42071

CHECK
YOUR
AD

WALLPAPER Hanging
Quality workmanship, 25
years experience. FREE
Estimates James McFarlane 759-9750

WEST Ky Electrical Maintenance and Construcbonl
Residential, agricultural,
commercial and industrial
wring No lob too small Ph
753 3422
WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's camcorders. microwaves, Mon-Fri,9 12, 1-5.
Free estimates Visa/MC
accepted 753 0530

Classifieds
Office Open

!

7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Monday-Friday
Closed Saturday

•'
•

•.
f
••

'

"We limit the hours at Papa John's
because we want to avoid competition," she said. "University Tire will
be accepting the debit cards at the
beginning of this semester and we
are trying to get other non-food
businesses interested."
As the university moves away

An athletic contest will leave you
feeling exhilarated.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Workie/Ils a 111111tIle.
ing through your doubts or fears will
banish them forever. A romantic
TODAY'S CHILDREN are intellectual. w int and honorable. Voracious
partner's behavior could be trying
leaders. the seem to know someihing about almost off). subject. Count on
your patience. Stand your ground it
them to in
the -debate team in school: the lot e to argue their ideas! A
someone tries to lean on you.
...tiling interest In ethics could lead to a career as a lawyer or clergy member.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 221: A
Fireless tt or ken. these Virgo. need to take periodic breaks from their
new investment strategy is advised.
labors. Point out that inspiration is more likely to strike when they feel tt
Inside information puts you in the
tested! Passionate ;ind lot al. these romantics make de\ tiled spouses.
driver's seat. Realite that speaking
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
out at work entails certain risks. A
etplore new areas of interest. PartNEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: A
promise vou make a romantic partners otter suggestions for solv ing a
tinnier emplot er or partner could
ner mav be hard to fulfill.
career or financial problem. Better
send some business your way. Show
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): You
communication will lead to greater
t our appreciation. Family support
can expect to gain new friends and
domestic harmony.
pia). an important role in your
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): influence now. Tending to neglected
plans. Be careful not to burn any
Career success to
bills and joint holdings will halt a
when tott
bridges. Greater subtlety still conworrying trend. Launching a project
align t ourself tt ith like-minded peo\ ince' key allies to do your bidding.
will go quicker if you do it on your
ple. Actions speak louder than words.
The management of jointlt owned
A from -the-heart explanation will
Own.
funds could receive new attention
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211: A
remote doubt and promote mitt
earl) in 1997. Travel for both busiGEMINI (Slat 2I -June 20): hold mo‘e persuades someone to
ness and pleasure as next summer
Re\ lett your financial needs and. join your team. Others decide to
approaches. A business partner*. insign on the dotted line. A friend
et aluate low...earning
PoirMial—
decision could affect your finances.
Taking a mentor's sage advice could front our past could turn up on
CELEBRITIES - BORN. ON
make numey - worries a thing of the your doorstep this weekend.
THIS DA': actress Linda Gray.
SAGITTARIUS I No\ 22-Dec.
past. A friend needs a special fat or.
singer Barry White. Olympic legend
2h: Changes at work gite you fresh
CANCER (June 21-July 221: A
Jesse Owens. singer Maria Muldaur.
difference in philosophy could com- hope. Your understanding of someARIES (March 21 -April 19):
plicate a business partnership. Di' one's situation wins their heart.. CanFriends at a distance help you' ti ide the Mork load more eutiitablt
cel elaborate social plans in fat-or of

from using validation stickers on the
cards, it will become even more
important for card readers to be on
campus. "We would like to eventually get enough card readers so they
can be at the stadium and in the
concession stands," Rogers said.
"For businesses to use this is a good
display of community relations."
Businesses seeking more information about the Racer identification card should contact Rogers at
762-3003.
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IT'S THAT TIME AGAIN!

Organization helps
serve farmer's needs
"Seventy-three years ago, farmers organized Southern States
Cooperative to serve their basic
agricultural
production
needs.
Through the years, the cooperative
has been innovative in providing
new products and services to help
farmers improve their livelihood,"
says Carroll Gilbert, the cooperative's director of member relations.
"Southern States: The Cooperative Advantage," the theme of this
year's local annual membership
meetings, reflects the regional coop's "continuing dedication to improve farm inputs and services,"
adds Gilbert.
Election of local board members
and Farm Home Advisory Committee(FHAC) members are important
features of the annual membership
meeting
Southern
for
States
Cooperative, Inc. - Calloway Service.
Board nominees are Marty Carraway, Glenn Crawford, David Grayson and Ray Murdock,
The FHAC slate consists of the
appointment procedure being used.
A taped report from Gene A.
James, Southern States' president

Ke
Lay
contr
Wra
Univ

ware for publications, sports writing, designing effective ads, covering health, fitness and recreation,
producing dynamic television news
- Restaurant (part two), photojournalism, improving school yearbooks (part two),
legal problems and digital audio
111
?ovate
P4rt,
editing.
R0001"
9.00ms
Journalism and mass communication faculty members participating
in
the
event
include
McGaughey, Larry Albert, Joe
Catering
pla‘strl
Hedges, Dr. John Dillon, Dr. Roger
Haney,Orville Herndon,Paul Isom,
Barry Johnson, Dr. Ann Landini,
Jeff Prater, Bob Valentine and Dr.
Allen White.
Regional professionals taking
All You Can Eat Caish - Fri. & Sat. Night
part in the workshop include Steve
Catleu of Taylor Publishing ComWeekend Country Ham Breakfast
pany and
Harold
McGechee,
Now in the Golden Corral Building
Wayne Rushing and Johnny Lovicr
of Jostens.
Hours: 4 a.m.-8 p.m. • 721 S. 12th St. • 759-3136 igibll
Registration ($4 per student) for
the conference begins at 8:30 a.m. I*
4410111bielheils aloelillietieI
i
"APBler
on the first floor of the Curris
Center.
For more information,
contact the department of journalism and mass communications at
(502) 762-2387.

and chief executive officer, will
discuss the co-op's supply and
marketing operations for the last
fiscal year.
Local operating statements and
services provided to the agricultural
community will be discussed. Local
FHAC and board members completing terms will be recognized.
Membership Day begins at 11
a.m., Thursday, Sept. 26, Southern
States Cooperative, Inc. - Calloway
Service, Murray, with the business
meeting to be held at 1 p.m.
Southern States Cooperative,
headquartered in Richmond, Va.,
operates in six states. The cooperative processes or manufactures and
distributes feed, seeds, fertilizers,
petroleum products and a wide
range of farm supplies and lawn and
garden products in West Virginia,
North Carolina, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia and Kentucky. It has
grain marketing facilities in five of
these states. The cooperative's
membership totalled about 190,000
and the annual volume is estimated
to have reached over $I billion last
year.

HOROSCOPES
IllURSDAY,SEPTEMBER 12, 1996
For our personahced d,iil Jeane Dixon horoscope. based oil 4.'our
own
date ot birth, call I -900-98t4t788.
our Phone eoniPan "ill bill stni 99

coming involved, Rogers said it is
important to find services that won't
compete with those offered on.campus.

MSU department set to
hold annual workshop

753-1916

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, insured Estimate available
759-4690

plan.
"We did a student survey to see if
there was interest in using the cards
off campus and we got a good
response," Rogers said. "Every
semester, the base of the declining
balance accounts increases. The
more choices you give, the more the
services will be used."
Rogers said debit cards are beneficial because they are quick and
easy to use.
"Close to the end of last semester,
we went to Pocket's and Papa John's
and asked if they wanted to try this,"
Rogers said."The businesses used it
for about a month and did quite a
few transactions."
In order to participate, a business
must have a card reader and a phone
line which connects to the university to access the individual's account. Although the university welcomes off-campus merchants be-

•
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Murray State University's department of journalism and mass communications will host its 24th Annual High School Journalism and
Advertisers are requested
to check due first insertion
Broadcasting Workshop on Friday,
of ads for any error The
March 7.
Murray ledger it Times
Robert
Dr.
According
to
voll be re spons.bie too only
ONE INCORRECT IN
McGaughey, chairman of the deerror
Any
Sf HT ION
partment and workshop director,
should be reported Immo
more than 200 students from around
Matey so corrections can
be made CHECK YOUR
the region are expected to attend the
AD careluiiy and nOtity
one-day event.
The Classified Advertis
The workshop will have two
irig Department irnrnedi
iateiy in case of an error
sessions with 19 different programs
from which students and their advisers may choose. The first session
will be conducted from 9:45 a.m. to
4
11 a.m., with the second session
R & R ELECTRIC Mobile beginning at 11 a.m. and ending at
home hookup, new con- 12:25 p.m.
struction, rewiring, trouble
Session I includes programs on
shooting & repairs Free
writing
newspaper columns, feaestimates, fast service Call
anytime
Murray, tures and reviews, desktop publish762-0001
ing, covering school sports, improSEAMLESS gutters in- ving reporting skills, selling ads,
stalled, residential or corn- producing dynamic television news
rneraal, Servall Gutter Co (part one), improving school year753-6433
books (part one) and digital audio
SUREWAY Tree & Stump editing.
Removal Insured with full
Session 11 features improving
line of equipment Free es- newspaper design, computer softtimates Day or night,
753-5484

WALTER'S Contracting,
Gerald Walters, owner.
Vinyl siding painting.
decks, additions, roofing,
20yrs experience, free estimates 753-2592

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
xce SuNBURY MURRAY (Beh.ro Bunny Bread)

ilimailim;
POSITION MASA=

PLUMBING Repair All
types plumbing repair
Reasonable rates,
502-437-4545

WALLPAPER hanging
Master craftsman, 30yrs
experience No lob too
small 436-5002

PS

.1e°`•--

LEWIS EXTERIOR
CLEANING. House mobile homes. brck • vinyl
It looks like a simple identificaBuildings RV's sidewaba.
Free estimates 753-6480 tion card, but for some local merLICENSED lot **one and chants, it is becoming a more efficient way to do business with
gas 753-7203
students
MARK'S Lawn & Land- Murray State University
scaping. Processed and employees.
More businesses are indicating
mulch for sale. 753-62211,
7534166
interest in adding a debit card
MORRIS Mobile Home feature to the methods of payment
Movers Licensed & In- offered to the customers, in addition
sured Phone 7536384, to the typical cash, check or credit
767-9630
card.
"Businesses seem to like using
NEED a carpenter'? Call
753-2627 We do at types the debit card because it eliminates
of construction Specialize the worry of cold checks," said
in houses remodeling,
Kathy Rogers, Racer Card systems
decks porches garages,
concrete Worn and other manager. "The transaction is handled right then and there."
odd jobs
The Racer identification card is
PAINTING, interior, exter., different things on
ior, winter rates, home re- used for man)
campus such as withdrawing funds
pairs Free estimates
436-5032 anytime
from an account (referred to as a
PLUMBING repairs fast declining balance), checking out
library books and utilizing a meal
service 436-5255

ZOO
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THEY MAY CALL IT
HAYFEVER, BUT YOU CALL IT
MISERY
FOR RELIEF, YOU CAN CALL:

•

MIN

ALLERGY B ASTHMA
CLINIC

FO
BYE
GO
NO

Pediatric & Adult Patients
Our Specialized Practice is Dedicated To
The Diagnosis & Treatment Of Asthma,
Hayfever, Sinus, Cough, Insect Allergy,
Skin Allergy & Food Allergy

RICHARD H. STOUT, M.D.
HIGHWAY 641 NORTH, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
DAILY POLLEN & MOLD COUNT 1-800-756-4247

502-753-7451 OR 800-756-5551
GA1

ONE DAY ONLY!

e
low -key entertainment at home.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): Take a systematic approach to
accumulating savings. Making too
many home improvements at one
time could leave a big dent in your
budget. Your love life becomes
more rewarding when you put your
mate's needs first.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
A' desire to further your education
grows stronger. You benefit from
talking frankly with your parents or
siblings. Long-distance phone calls
could rekindle a long ago romance.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20): An
appointment with a doctor could
relieve your fears. Combine business travel with pleasure. Give in to
your loved ones' wishes.

Crook, Colorado. was named
for General George Crook, a
famous Indian fighter.

s,

MA]

13

Subscribe or renew
your subscription for one year
on Friday the 13th, 1996
and receive 13th Month FREE!!
Make Friday the 13th your lucky day by
subscribing to or renewing your paper
subscription for one year.
Come by our office Si 1001 Whitnell
Avenue anytane between 7-30 a rrt -5 pm.
on Friday, September 13, 19% to receive
your extra month FREE"
Remember this is a ONE DAY ONLY
offer' You must renew or subscnbe this day
to receive your FREE month'!.

PEA

12 Month Subscription
$7200
Only

YES, M
'RERU
WHAT

Plus...

13th Month FREE!!
(Appian lot local rate, only)

Murray Ledger fk Times
•

Tea years ago
Sept. 16.
Kentucky Governor Martha
Births reported include a girl to
Layne Collins announced that a
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Lee Walkcontract for waterproofing of
er, Aug. 24; a boy to Mr. and
Wrather Hall on Murray State
Mrs. Jacky Roy Ford, Aug. 26.
University campus._ has been.
Thirty years ago
__
awarded for $21,747 by State
Airman Larry J. Hill, son of
Finance and Administration
Mr. and Mrs. Joe H. Hill, has
Cabinet.
been selected for technical trainDr. Don E. Jones, Ted Vaughn,
ing as a U.S. Air Force aircraft
Dr. Cole and Sid Easley are new
equipment manager at Chanute
officers of Calloway County
Air Force Base, Illinois,.
Chapter of American Red Cross.
Murray High School Tigers
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond V.
lost 7 to 0 to Grove High School
Ross will be married 60 years
Blue Devils in a football game.
Sept. 16.
The Rev. A.H. McLeod of ParBirths reported include a girl to
is, Tenn., will be speaker at a
Bill and Beth Jones. Aug. 13; a
revival meeting at Hazel Methodgirl to Jerry and Pam Daum,
ist Church Sept. 11-16.
Sept. 1; a boy to Carol and Billy
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Halcomb
Brann, a boy to Sharon and Rusand son, Brent, of Carrollton
sell Dowdy, a girl to Renata and
have been guests of his parents,
Rusty Bogard, a girl to Crystal
Mr. and Mrs. Dee Halcomb, and
and Russell Brown, and a boy to
his sister, Dorothy Phillips.
Freda and Gary McBee, Sept. 5.
Forty years ago
Twenty years ago
Calloway County Circuit Court
Calloway County School Board
opened Sept. 10 with Circuit
approved a close estimate budget
Judge H.H. Lovett presiding.
of over $2.7 million at its regular
Recent births reported at Murmeeting. This is up from S2.6
ray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
million last year, according to
and Mrs. Billy Paul Howard, a
Supt. Jack Rose.
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Riley GreenTwenty-nine persons attended
ville Henson, and a boy to Mr.
the fall reorganizational meeting
and Mrs. Albert Stone.
of uniformed Red Cross VolunMr. and Mrs. Crawford
teers at Murray-Calloway County
McClure have returned home
Hospital to plan for the year's
after visiting their two sons,
duties. Kathyn Glover is in
Everett McClure and Charles
charge of volunteers and Jean
McClure and their families, and
Blankenship is executive director
Mrs. McClure's sister, Mrs. Thoof Calloway County Chapter of
mas Terry, all of Detroit, Mich.
American Red Cross..
They also visited another sister,
Mrs. Alvin Williamns and family
of Akron, Ohio.

1'M SURPRISED THAT YOU STILL
COME IN HERE WITH YOUR WIFE
SUCH A GOOD COOK AND IN THE
BuSINESS, AND ALL
t-770

ZOO GRAMS OF FAT PER
SERVING.. i,Z00 CALORIES
PER SCOOP.. MALE EYEBALLS STARING AT THE
BACK Of re HEAD....

WELL. THIS IS )
1 BUT THE FOOD
*A LOT C-OSER. DOESN'T COMPARE
ANDI BESIDES, TO HERS,RIGHT?
I PEEL..
ComFoarABLE
• HERE' 1
• LIKE THE
ATMOSPHERE'

...BLOOD RtiStilNer TO Aff
FACE...WRINKLE, C,ON CEALER MELTING INTO 131&
BEIGE BLOBS UNDER MY
EYES . ., HAIR FRI ZZ.ING...
. FAT CELLS EXPANDING
IN SUS- PROTECTION...,

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Sept. 11, the 255th day of 19%. There
are
III days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 11, 1789, Alexander Hamilton was appointed the first
U.S.
secretary of the Treasury.
On this date:
In 1777, during the American Revolution, forces under Gen. George
Washington suffered defeat at the hands of the British in
the Battle of
Brandywine near Wilmington, Del.
In 1814, an American fleet scored a decisive victory over
the British in the Battle of Lake Champlain in the. War of
1812.
In 1885, author D.H. Lawrence was born in Eastwood, England
.
In 1936, 60 years ago, President Roosevelt dedicated Boulder
Dam
(now Hoover Dam) by pressing a key in Washington to
signal the
startup of the dam's first hydroelectric generator in Nevada.
In 1941, Charles A. Lindbergh sparked charges of anti-Sem
itism
with a speech in which he said "the British, the Jewish
and the
Roosevelt administration" were trying to draw the United States
into
World War 11.
In 1954, the Miss America beauty pageant made its network
TV
debut on ABC; Miss California, Lee Ann Meriwether, was
crowned
the winner.
In 1971, 25 years ago, former Soviet leader Nikita Khrushc
hev died
at age 77.
In 1973, Chilean President Salvador Allende died in a
violent military coup.
In 1985, Pete Rose of the Cincinnati Reds cracked career
hit number 4,192 off Eric Show (rhymes with "how") of the San
Diego Padres, eclipsing the record held by Ty Cobb.
Ten years ago: On Wall Street, the Dow Jones Industrial
Average
plummeted 86.61 points, ending the day at 1,792.89.
Five years ago: Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev
announced
the Kremlin would withdraw thousands of troops from
Cuba, a move
bitterly denounced by the Havana government. In the
Middle East,
hopes grew for the release of Western hostages in Lebanon
after Israel
freed 51 prisoners.
One year ago: The prosecution in the O.J. Simpson murder
trial in
Los Angeles reluctantly began its rebuttal case, as
ordered by Judge
Lance Ito, after the defense refused to rest.
Today's Birthdays: Former Dallas Cowboys football
coach Tom
Landry is 72. Actor Earl Holliman is 68. Former Sen. Bob
Packwood,
R-Ore., is 64. Minnesota Gov. Arne Carlson is 62.

OF COURSE THE F000
COMPARES TO HE.
wE jU5T WON'T SAY
HOW IT COMPARES
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34 Prime
character
37 Pt of the
Bible
38 Sue Langdon
40 - Aviv
41 Barter
43 Two letters
on the #6
phone key
45 Most lucid
47 Huge animal
50 Oscar winner
for "The
Piano"
51 Edmonton
hockey team
53 Go around
57 - MacGraw
58 "First Knighr
actor
60 Unemployed
61 Scooby 62 Play area
63 Household
pets

1 Robin
Williams role
5 Coup cl 9 Biblical name
12 Roman road
13 Late-night
host
14 Yellow ocher
15 African
adventure
17 Planets'
paths
19 King of
beasts
21 Juliet's lover
22 Changing
position of
stars in
respect to
the sun as
seen from
Earth
26 I (Sp
27 - Arledge
28 Earth (comb
form)
30 Videotape
type
33 Title of
respect
I
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YE5,MAAM we NAME 15
'RERUN" I PONT KNOW THAT'S
WHAT THEY ALL CALL ME.

%(E5, I KNOW I SHOULD
HAVE BEEN HERE LAST WEEK
WELL, I'M HERE NOW

Pnorior
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I HOPE WE PONT HAVE
TO READ "WAR AND PEACE"
THE FIRST DAY..
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DEAR ABBY: I joined the Air
Force when I was 19, ao I got a lot
of practice saying -no." Most of the
guys I dated said they didn't believe the rumors that I didn't put
out, and I knew that some of them
Mid-We Mgt- to-proVe to themselves that they could score.
Once the conversatuin gut
around to sex, I was pretty straightforward and said I didn't believe in
premarital sex. Sometimes the
guys would get angry, but the
never pushed me. A couple of guys
culled me a tease, but in the military any girl who doesn't put out is
either a -tease" or a -lesbian." That
get* the malt. ego off the hook for
his failure to conquer.
My- most successful phrase was
used when the kissing got out of
hand. I would say, "I have stop
signs, not yield signs." And I followed it with,"When I say an area
of my anatomy is off limits. I mean
don't go there!" It usually got a
laugh and eased what could have
become a tense situation.
- A couple of years ago I ran into
one of my old boyfriends, and as se
were catching up he asked if I had
given in before marriage.. lie then
told me that he'd thought about rne
often throughout the years, as he
compared others' morals to mine.
Then he said he really respected mt.
and wished more girls were like that.
I know y•ou'll get thousands of
responses, but if you print mine,
please sign me ...
NO REGRETS
DEAR ABBY: My standard
reply to a boy who wanted sex was.
"Do you want to be a father?" That
usually stopped him cold. Then I
would say, "I don't want to be a
mother, either." And that was usually the end of it.
Once in a while I'd run into
someone who carried a condom in
his wallet, then I just had to give a
firm "IsiO.I have passed on this strawv to
several girls over the years. and
they've always thanked me for the
tip. I hope this helps your readers.
JANIS C. MINER,
PITTSFORD, N.Y.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I was plagued
with vaginitisteystitis for years. I have
tried all the solutions you mentioned.
I. too, thought I must have an allerjoto semen. Finally, my family physician
recommended I use a product that
contains to percent urea mixed with
vitamin E oil. I apply this solution to
the vaginal area prior to intercourse
Afterward, I douche with warm water,
clean with a towelette and apply the
solution again. I have found relief
Maybe this will help others.
DEAR READER: Perhaps it will.
Since I wrote the original column, in,
which I debunked the theory that
vaginal yeast infections can be caused
by oral sex. I received numerous let
ters from readers who believe that.
such a relation exists.
However, an October 1995 article in
the British medical journal The
Practitioner supports my 'position.
The authors concluded that vaginal
candidiasis (yeast i is rarely caused by
sexual activity. contraceptive hor
mimes or vitamin deficiency.
I was also called on- the carpet by
readers who insisted that perfumed
feminine-hygiene products and bubble
baths can lead to vaginal infections.
stand corrected. It's clear that some
- but by no means all • women and
young girls are sensitive to these
compounds and, if recurring vaginal
inflammation is a problem, should not
Igi I GN
use them.
EINE
RUCH
I advise women who have this afflic
ETNA
MIG OBOE
tion to address the issue frankly and
ETAT
I NG
BIDE
openly with their gynecologists.
ROMING
NEEDED
To give you more information, I am
OAR 0 R R
sending you a copy of my Health
ORANGE GAUHER
Report "Vaginal Infections and
UTE
ERA
Disorders." Other readers who would
R E KEN s 0 R I IgN T
like a copy should send $2 plus a long,
TET
BEN
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
CRATER UALLER
P.O. Box 2017. Murray Hill Station,
New York. NY 10156. Be sure to menAIDE
ELA
AERO
tion
the title.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 57-year-old
ELMS MIN
SMES
female with unwanted facial hair and
9-11 1996 United Feature Syndicate
cannot afford expensive professional
treatment. I have seen an ad for per
2 - -pressure
sonal home electrolysis and want to
standstill
SF writer
know if this really works and is safe
3 Ump s kin
Isaac 4 Pecan
DEAR HEADER: Unwanted facial
Location
confection
In addition
hair can usually be controlled by
5 TS Most ready
using a variety of techniques. includ6 Tellurium
Male child
ing shaving, plucking. bleaching. waxsymbol
Plant genus
ing, and electrolysis. This last method
7 Year (Sp
Columnist
is usually performed by professional
8 Unit of
Bombeck
- on toe cob hygienists and involves the applicaBehold,
tion of a mild electric current to kill
100 yrs
the hair follicle.
14
- rating (of
Although I am not familiar with the
gasoline)
Brick-carrying product you mention. I can see no
compelling reason not to use it. If
devicet
111
Let it stand
you're careful and follow the manufacDry, as wine
turer's directions. home electrolysis
Unpredictable should not be harmful.
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DEAR ABBY: I thought you
might enjoy my daughter Aimee's
way of saying "no." It was printed
in the December 1994 issue of
Reader's Digest.
While attending a small, conservative college, my daughter worked
as a veterinarian's assistant. When
she transferred to Texas A&M University in College Station, I began
worrying about how she. would deal
with the raging hormones of the
young men on campus.
"No problem, Mom," she said. "I
always introduce my dates to my
cat, Ralph. Then I mention that I
neutered him myself."
Her father's comment about our
daughter's method was, "She probably doesn't have many second dates."
LINDA BARNETT.
IRVING,TEXAS

might have been made.
For exam ple,con.sider the present
deal where West leads the queen of
clubs against four hearts. South
counts four losers - two clubs, a
diamond and a spade. He knows
this, but the defenders don't, and he
should try to exploit this advantage.
Accordingly, he wins the club
queen with the ace,crosses to dummy
with a trump,and leads a low spade
to the jack. East, naturally enough,
follows low, and the jack loses to
West's ace.The defenders thereupon
cash two clubs and shift to a diamond. Declarer wins, crosses to
dummy with a trump and leads the
The bidding:
queen of spades.
South West
North Ens'
After East covers with the king,
1Y
2
Pass
Pass
South ruffs, returns to dummy with
4
a trump and disposes of his diamond
Opening lead -queen of clubs.
loser on the ten of spades to make
the contract. The result is the same
No one would deny that declarer if East ducks the queen of spades,in
has a built-in advantage over the which case declarer discards his losdefenders because he sees the com- ing diamond then and there.
bined strength and weakness of his
Of course, East could defeat the
own hand and dummy's while the contract by rising with the king when
opponents don't. It is therefore not the first spade is led from dummy.
surprising that declarer, without However, this is a mighty difficult
doing anything at all spectacular, play to make without seeing all four
frequently makes a contract that hands.
could have been defeated.
The critical element of the play
In some cases, though, declarer is that the first spade lead must be
must adopt an active role in leading made from the dummy. If declarer
the defenders astray by manufac- leads the first spade from his hand
turing an opportunity for them to go instead, West simply ducks the jack
wrong. Failure to do this may result to East's king, after which the conin going down in a contract that tract cannot be made.
Tomorrow: What must be must be.
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DEAR ABBY. How should teenage girls say no to sex? My answer: Lie honest_
After seeing many of my friends
regret losing their virginity. I decided I wasn't going to make the same
mistake. When I began dating
Scott, I told him I w‘sn't ready to
have sex, and if that's what he was
looking for, he should go elsewhere.
Well, he stayed. And now, two
years later - we're engaged to be
married! I'm living proof that honesty is the best policy.
BETH PAILTHORPE.
MARIETTA,GA.
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TURN PROUND!!
TURN AROUND NOW
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DEAR READERS: Last week
I devoted two days to the wonderful responses I received
from readers telling me how
they just said "no" to sex.
Today I'm devoting my column
to more of the responses read-ers sent regarding this important question:

I

Murray selected as site for
National Satellite Training
Children's Health and Mental
Protretion,Inc-(CHAMP).the Calloway County Task Force on sexual
abuse, together with the Calloway
County Family Resource Center
and Estes Psychological Services
will host a series of satellite video
conferences on child maltreatment
in September anti October
The National Children's Advocxy Center and the National r Resource Center on 'Child Sexual Ab.
use are broadcasting the conferences on forensic interviews,
medical aspects, multidisciplinary
team building, and the connection
between domestic violence and
child maltreatment.
The local conferences will be
held on campus at Murray State
University. Each conference participant will receive three continuing
education unit credits for each conference attended. For information
and registration forms, contact
Leigh Brandon at 753-7004.

This workshop will examine the
lighung eliective pra4.tux, program
link between domestic violence and ald_poli7 innovations for families
child abuse and neglect while-Wilt:— with a history or violence.

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi or Mt. Dew

Satellite video conferences enable us to make available low-cost
trainings, each presented by a leading national expert, to local professionals who treat child and adolescent victims of maltreatment and
adult survivors.
On Sept.- 27, Charles Wilson,
M.S.S.W., and Donna Pence,
SAC., will present "Interviewing
the Child - Forensic Interviews of
Abuse Victims." They will focus on
the interviewing of alleged child
abuse victims. Special attention will
be paid to preparation for the interview, strategies for multidisciplinary environments, and the actual
proce.ss of gathering information
from the child.
On Oct. 4, Astrid Heger, M.D.,
will discuss "Medical Aspects of
Child Abuse for Non-Medical Professionals." Dr. Heger will give
non-medical members of the multidisciplinary team an introduction to
the value of the medical examination and the significance offindings
in child abuse cases.

HOME OF LOW LOW LOW PRICES

On Oct. II, Melissa Steinmetz,
A.C.S.W., will present "Team
Building tor Multidisciplinary
Teams and /or Agency staffs:" Ms.
Steinmetz will focus on the development of teams and protocol, as
well as implementation and
analysis. Strategics will also be
presented for resolving dysfunctional practices and maximizing the
team's effectiveness in child sexual
abuse
investigations
and
intervention.
On Oct. 18, Linda S. Spears will
discuss "Connections-Domestic Violence and Child Maltreatment."

MSU-TV 11, Murray State's student-run television operation, will
begin its fail programming next
Monday. Sept. 16, with a look at
how residential colleges have
changed the dynamics of the Murray State campus.
The residential college program
has been in place less than one
month, but students already have
opinions on how it has affected their
campus life. Look for TV-11's
NewsMakers at6 p.m.(and again at
9:30 p.m.) on the Murray and
Mayfield cable systems.
Each Monday will feature a news
program, while the 6 p.m, slot
Tuesday through Thursday is devoted to alternative shows dealing
with the fine arts , minority affairs
and sports.
Murray State students in the
electronic journalism and television
production sequences develop and
produce the programs.
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